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Introduction
EVOLUTION OF TALL BUILDINGS IN TORONTO
Tall buildings have been part of Toronto’s urban landscape
since the early twentieth century. In 1905, the steel frame of the
Traders Bank Building at Yonge and King rose to 14-storeys to
become the tallest building in the British Empire. Over the course
of the following century, the form of tall buildings in Toronto
continuously evolved, responding to changes in technology,
market demand, transportation choice, development economics,
settlement patterns, planning controls, and design trends.
In the 1920s, small plate commercial developments, such as
the first tall buildings at Yonge and King, and along Bay Street,
were constructed on large single lots or a collection of smaller
lots. Later, in the 1950s, eight to ten storey concrete frame
apartments were built on single lots along streets such as Jarvis,
Dunn Avenue, and St. George. This generation of tall building
development provided little or no on-site parking. These buildings
also tended to have small rear and side yard setbacks, which
may have provided adequate light, view, and privacy for lower
buildings, but did not work successfully with taller structures.

By the 1960s, new construction technology and changing
ideals in city planning resulted in taller buildings and larger-scale
development. Whether commercial or residential, tall buildings at
this time were typically built on consolidated lots or large-scale
blocks, and in many cases involved the demolition of existing
neighbourhoods for redevelopment. New towers were then
placed in the middle of the lot with extensive landscaped open
space around. Bold new commercial developments based on this
model, such as the TD Centre, became the symbols of the rising
economic power of Toronto. While this pattern allowed for ample
sky view, sunlight, as well as privacy between neighbours, it often
impeded ease of pedestrian access and the vitality of the street.
Beyond the built up core, new subdivisions such as Flemingdon
Park and Parkway Forest were planned using “Tower in the Park”
design principles. While often providing generous apartment
and office space, in general, this type of development did not
fit comfortably within the existing built form context and was
disruptive to the pedestrian-oriented scale and character of
traditional Toronto neighbourhoods. These buildings did not
support walkable streets and lacked the mix of uses, small retail
frontages, porches, and stoops which successfully animated the
public realm elsewhere in the city. The large, often slab-like floor
plates cast long shadows and created windy conditions at grade.
In many cases, the promised landscapes of the “Tower in the
Park” became, in reality, the “Tower in the Parking Lot.”
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In the late 1980s, a different approach to tall buildings emerged.
New developments were more careful to fit within the existing
urban fabric, defining the edges of streets and small open spaces
in a traditional way with base buildings, townhouses, and other
lower scale buildings. These new tall buildings were often mixeduse, had smaller floor plates, and were located with greater regard
for minimizing shadow and wind impacts.
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Traders Bank Building, c.1912

More recently, tall building development has been influenced by
sustainable design and construction methods, with factors such
as energy efficiency, indoor environmental quality, and building
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1960s “Towers in the Parking Lot”

performance playing an increasingly important role in determining
tall building form. Many buildings today are also capitalizing on
technological advancements and economic advantages resulting
in ever greater building heights. While it is an exciting time in
the history of tall buildings in Toronto, many new questions and
challenges have emerged.
Current tall building debates often centre around the capacity
of places and infrastructure to serve tall buildings and their
occupants, the liveability of the vertical communities being
created, the cumulative effect of clusters of tall buildings,
particularly on quality of life and the public realm, as well as
the longevity of what is being built, including the durability and
lifespan of materials, construction practices, energy performance,
and the ability of buildings to adapt and accommodate change
over time.
Whether past, present, or future, all tall buildings play a prominent
role in the Toronto landscape. In addition to the Traders Bank
Building, other tall buildings, including the Canadian Bank of
Commerce (1934) and the remainder of Commerce Court (1972),
have claimed the status of 'tallest' building in the city and beyond.
While contributing to the evolution of tall buildings in Toronto,
these buildings stand proudly today as city-wide landmarks and
heritage icons.

In recognition of the high level of civic responsibility and obligation
that tall buildings carry, the Official Plan includes specific “Built
Form - Tall Buildings” policies. These policies are based on the
premise that tall buildings are desirable in the right places, but do
not belong everywhere. When appropriately located, designed,
and “well-planned,” tall buildings can enhance the public
realm, complement neighbouring buildings, and contribute to a
sustainable future.

EVOLUTION OF TALL BUILDING GUIDELINES
To assist with implementation of Official Plan policy and
provide specific design direction for tall buildings in Toronto,
City Council adopted the "Design Criteria for the Review of Tall
building Proposals" (2006) and the "Downtown Tall Buildings
Vision and Performance Standards Design Guidelines" (2012).
These guidelines were developed through consultant studies by
HOK Architects (2006) for the city-wide "Design Criteria," and
Urban Strategies Inc./Hariri Pontarini Architects (2010) for the
"Downtown Guidelines."
This updated city-wide "Tall Buildings Design Guidelines"
document integrates and builds upon these previous studies
and guidelines to establish a new, unified set of performance
measures for the evaluation of all tall building development
applications across the entire city.
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DEFINING TALL BUILDINGS
Tall buildings are generally defined as buildings with height that
is greater than the width of the adjacent street right-of-way or the
wider of two streets if located at an intersection. Since street rightof-way width varies across Toronto, typically between 20 and 36
meters, this definition reinforces the importance of site context in
determining the threshold for when a building is considered tall
and when these Guidelines will apply.

As with variation in height, the design of tall buildings may also
differ across the city in response to the local context or building
use. While the design expression may vary, in general, most tall
buildings in Toronto will follow a classic form and consist of three
carefully integrated parts: a base building, middle, and top, each
with a particular role to play in achieving the goals of the Official
Plan. Exceptions to this form may be considered on a site-specific
basis, provided that the overall intent of the Official Plan is met.

Top
1DAPKLOKBP=HH>QEH@EJCO EJ?HQ@EJCQLLANŃKKNO=J@NKKBPKL
mechanical or telecommunications equipment, signage, and
amenity space, should be designed, primarily through tower
massing and articulation, and secondarily through materials,
to create an integrated and appropriate conclusion to the tall
building form.

Middle (Tower)
1DAHK?=PEKJ O?=HA ŃKKNLH=PAOEVA KNEAJP=PEKJ =J@OAL=N=PEKJ
distances of the middle (tower) affect sky view, privacy, wind,
and the amount of sunlight and shadows that reach the public
realm and neighbouring properties. The design and placement
of the tower should effectively resolve these matters to ensure
that a tall building minimizes its impact on surrounding streets,
parks, public and private open space, as well as existing or
future buildings on adjacent sites. Tower placement and design
also plays an important role in meeting sustainability objectives.

CITY OF TORONTO
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Base Building

4

The lower storeys of a tall building are referred to as the base
building. The role of the base building is to frame the public
realm, articulate entrances, and assist in the creation of an
attractive and animated public realm which provides a safe,
interesting, and comfortable pedestrian experience. The base
>QEH@EJCODKQH@@AłJA=J@OQLLKNP=@F=?AJPOPNAAPO L=NGO 
and open space at an appropriate scale, integrate with adjacent
streetwall buildings, assist to achieve transition down to
HKSANO?=HA>QEH@EJCO =J@IEJEIEVAPDAEIL=?PKBL=NGEJC=J@
servicing on the public realm.

G U I D E L I N E S
Avoid free-standing
towers without base
buildings or a direct
relationship to
adjacent streets

T A L L

 OHAJ@ANLKEJPPKSANO NEOEJC=>KRASAHHLNKLKNPEKJA@
and articulated base buildings, with a strong relationship
to the existing context and adjacent public realm, are
preferred;
 =RKE@BNAAOP=J@EJCPKSANOSEPDKQP>=OAOKN=@ENA?P
relationship to the street, e.g. “towers in a park;”

#ECQNAġ#NAAOP=J@EJCPKSANO@EONQLPPDALA@AOPNE=JKNEAJPA@O?=HA ?D=N=?PAN 

•

avoid big, boxy, dominant massing, and large, elongated,
KNOH=>HEGAŃKKNLH=PAOĢ

AVOID

•

embrace design creativity and variation in built form and
architectural expression, including variation in tower
shape, orientation, and the design of each façade for the
purpose of visual interest and sustainability; and

•

be innovative, but also appropriate in the choice of
I=PANE=HO=J@?KJOPNQ?PEKJIAPDK@O PKI=GA=HKJC
PANI OQOP=EJ=>HA DECDR=HQA?KJPNE>QPEKJPK?EPU
building.

D E S I G N

AVOID

B U I L D I N G

Regardless of stylistic approach, the design and placement of all
tall buildings should make a positive contribution to the public
realm, fit harmoniously within the surrounding context and skyline,
and be consistent with the following:

and vitality of the street.

Avoid big boxy,
dominant massing and
slab-like tower form

#ECQNAġ)=NCA AHKJC=PA@ŃKKNLH=PAO?=OPHKJCOD=@KSO=J@?NA=PA=J
inappropriate scale at street level.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
3.1.3 Built Form – Tall Buildings: Policy 1
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

DESIGN EXCELLENCE

The Tall Building Design Guidelines do not determine where tall
buildings are permitted. Rather, the Guidelines assist with the
implementation of Official Plan policy to help ensure that tall
buildings, where they are permitted, “fit within their context and
minimize their local impacts.”

Tall buildings should reflect design excellence and innovation to
acknowledge the important civic role tall buildings play in defining
the image and liveability of Toronto. In addition to architectural
quality, design excellence should be reflected through the
effective use of resources, high-quality materials, innovative
and sustainable building design and construction, and through a
sensitive and thoughtful response to the impacts that tall buildings
place upon the urban landscape.

The Guidelines primarily illustrate how the public realm and built
form policy objectives of the Official Plan can be achieved within
a tall building development and within the area surrounding
a tall building site. The Guidelines provide specific and often
measurable directions related to the following guiding principles:
•

promote architectural and urban design excellence,
sustainability, innovation, longevity, and creative
ATLNAOOEKJSEPDREOEKJ=NU@AOECJ DECDMQ=HEPUI=PANE=HO 
=J@HA=@EJCA@CA?KJOPNQ?PEKJIAPDK@OĢ

To assist in achieving design excellence, tall building applications
may be subject to the City of Toronto Design Review Panel
process. Design Review is an independent process that can help
ensure a design that is "fit for purpose" from a property owner's
perspective also makes a suitable response and contribution to
the surrounding context and public realm.

 LNKIKPAD=NIKJEKQOłP=J@?KIL=PE>EHEPUSEPDPDA
ATEOPEJC=J@LH=JJA@?KJPATP AILD=OEVEJCNAH=PEKJODELO
PKHKSANO?=HA>QEH@EJCO L=NGO=J@KLAJOL=?AĢ
 ?KJOANRA=J@EJPACN=PA=@F=?AJP=J@KJOEPADANEP=CA
properties so that new tall buildings are sympathetic to,
and compatible with, the heritage property;
•

consider relationships to other tall buildings, including
the cumulative effect of multiple towers on sunlight,
comfort, and quality in the public realm;

•

create a safe, comfortable, accessible, vibrant, and
attractive public realm and pedestrian environment;
Review of a tall building proposal at a Design Review Panel meeting

 IEJEIEVAOD=@KSEJC=J@SEJ@EIL=?PO =J@LNKPA?P
sunlight and sky view, for streets, parks, public and
private open space, and neighbouring properties;
•

respond appropriately to prominent sites, important
views from the public realm, and the shape of the skyline
to reinforce the structure and image of the city; and

CITY OF TORONTO
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 AJOQNADECDMQ=HEPUHEREJC=J@SKNGEJC?KJ@EPEKJO 
including access to public and private open space,
interior daylighting, natural ventilation, and privacy for
building occupants.
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City Council has designated all growth areas within Toronto as
Design Review Districts. Tall building applications in these and
other areas experiencing substantial development pressure may
be subject to Design Review, particularly if they contain significant
public realm impacts either through their location, scale, form or
architectural quality.
Given the prominence of tall buildings, the City, development and
design industry, and members of the public all have a vital role
to play in promoting design excellence. The Design Review Panel
process is one important way of contributing to this goal.

Sustainable design works at two levels in tall buildings. The first
level recognizes that tall buildings have a strategic role to play in
the economic, social, and environmental sustainability of the City.
Tall buildings, particularly those that contain a mix of uses and are
designed to accommodate the changing needs of occupants, can
be an effective counter-measure to urban sprawl by encouraging
a healthy, pedestrian-oriented lifestyle and promoting better use
of transit. Improving the adaptability and flexibility of tall buildings
also helps to ensure that these buildings remain functional and
capable of addressing any shifts in demographics and market
demands over the long term.
The second level of sustainable design is more technical relating
to building performance, materials and construction methods,
water management, landscaping, and the quality of the internal
environment. While the core temperatures of fully glazed tall
buildings are typically quite stable and comfortable with very
low energy consumption, current popular glazing systems and
balcony designs create highly dynamic thermal conditions within
the first two metres of the building perimeter. Significant thermal
losses and solar heat gain in the perimeter zone must then be
offset with extra energy (e.g. mechanical heating/cooling) to
create a comfortable and balanced interior environment. This
in turn can translate into higher maintenance costs. There are
many site and building design measures, including the selection

G U I D E L I N E S

Both the first and second levels of sustainable design should
be identified at the project’s initial or site planning stage when
fundamental design decisions are being made. By following an
integrated design process (IDP) and ensuring that all design
and construction disciplines are involved early, a tall building
can achieve better overall performance results.

D E S I G N

of more efficient perimeter systems, which can be applied to
improve the sustainability and energy performance of tall building
developments.

B U I L D I N G

Another responsibility of tall buildings is to embrace a heightened
awareness of green building innovation and the built form linkages
between urban design, architecture, and sustainability. Sustainable
design is an approach to developing tall building sites and
buildings that is less resource intensive and works to improve the
economic, social, and natural environment we live in.

T A L L

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

Strategies for applying both levels of sustainable design in new tall
building development can be considered in the following ways:
 EJNAOE@AJPE=H=J@IETA@QOA>QEH@EJCO KBBAN=N=JCA
KBKSJANODELPULAO=J@QJEPOEVA?DKE?AO EJ?HQ@EJC
the provision of larger units suitable for families with
children;
 @AOECJ=J@?KJOPNQ?PP=HH>QEH@EJCOBKNŃATE>EHEPUKBQOA
and potential for future change, including versatility in
interior design, layout, and construction practices to
encourage building longevity and adaptability to potential
shifts in demand over time:
EJ>=OA>QEH@EJCO LNKRE@AŃATE>HAEJPANEKNOL=?AOPK
accommodate changing uses, including the transition
from residential to commercial uses;
EJPDAPKSANLKNPEKJ LNKRE@A?KJ@EPEKJOPK=HHKS
residential units to be converted or combined to adjust
to changing occupancy requirements;
•

incorporate renewable energy systems or district energy
where feasible;

 EJ?HQ@AAJANCUABł?EAJ?UIA=OQNAO=J@AR=HQ=PAAJANCU
LANBKNI=J?APDNKQCD?D=JCAOEJCH=VEJCN=PEKO >QEH@EJC
placement, massing, orientation and articulation, balcony
design, materials and construction methods;
•

incorporate recycled content or reuse building materials
and components;

 LNKRE@AABBA?PERAHECDPEJC=J@IA=OQNAOBKN>EN@BNEAJ@HU
design;
•

include opportunities for water collection and reuse;

Tall building green roof
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•

incorporate pedestrian and cycling infrastructure
improvements; and

 EJ?HQ@AOQBł?EAJPOL=?A=J@DECDMQ=HEPUOKEHRKHQIABKN
successful shade tree planting, sustainable landscaping,
and green roofs
The City of Toronto encourages sustainable design through
the Official Plan and the Toronto Green Standard (TGS). The
TGS sets out performance measures for tall buildings and
sites and specifies strategies that can be used to achieve costeffective, environmentally, and socially responsible end results.
The performance measures are organized under the following
categories:

Heritage Conservation Districts (HCDs) are special areas dense
with heritage properties and a unique historic character. The
character and values of HCDs will be conserved to ensure that
their significance is not diminished by incremental or sweeping
change.
There will also be heritage properties that can work in harmony
with new development. In these cases, development should strive
for the long term protection, integration, and re-use of heritage
properties. Heritage properties should be used to inform the scale
and contextual treatment of the new development. If well-designed
and sited in appropriate locations, tall buildings can make a
positive contribution within historical settings.

Air Quality

Greenhouse Gas Emissions/Energy
Efficiency

Water Quality, Quantity and Efficiency

Ecology

Solid Waste
New tall building applications are required to meet Tier 1 of the
Toronto Green Standard (TGS) performance measures. Applicants
are required to submit the TGS checklist with their development
application. Specific performance measures from the TGS
are identified with the above icons for relevant sections of the
Submission Requirements for these Guidelines.

CITY OF TORONTO
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HERITAGE CONSERVATION
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The City of Toronto values its heritage properties and requires that
they be protected and that new development conserve the integrity
of their cultural heritage value, attributes, and character, consistent
with accepted principles of good heritage conservation (see
Appendix A: Heritage Conservation Principles). Not every property
is suitable for tall building development as a result of constraints
imposed by its size or by the fact that such development may be
incompatible with conserving heritage properties on or adjacent to
a development site or within a Heritage Conservation District.

James Cooper Mansion

Tall building development proposals containing heritage properties
on or adjacent to the development site are required to provide a
Heritage Impact Assessment as part of the application review
process, to evaluate the impact the proposed development or site
alteration will have on the heritage property and to recommend an
overall approach to conservation of these resources and mitigate
negative impact upon them.

DOWNTOWN STUDY AREA
In response to the tremendous growth and amount of tall building
development in Toronto's Downtown, City Council adopted the
"Downtown Tall Buildings Vision and Performance Standards
Design Guidelines" in July 2012. The Downtown Guidelines
identified "where" tall buildings may be appropriate within the
Downtown and established a framework to guide the height, form,
and contextual relationship between new tall buildings and the
surrounding area.
The Downtown Guidelines included: a vision statement for
Downtown tall buildings; mapping identifying the location, heights,
and building typologies along “High Streets;” and twenty-three

Together, the study vision and performance standards were
designed to assist with the review of new tall building applications
within the Downtown study area boundary, encompassing
portions of Wards 20, 27 and 28 as bounded by Bathurst Street
on the west, Dupont Street on the north, the Don Valley Parkway
on the east and Lake Ontario on the south, (but excluding areas
within this boundary that are subject to existing Secondary Plans).

The consolidated and renamed "Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision
and Supplementary Design Guidelines," is now a chapter within
the Council-approved District- or Area- Based Urban Design
Guidelines.

The Tall Building Design Guidelines are organized into the
following sections:
Introduction

1.0 Site Context

 HK?=PEKJOLA?Eł?=OLA?POKBPDA!KSJPKSJ$QE@AHEJAO 
namely the Downtown Vision and the Tall Building
Typologies with all associated mapping and tables, as
SAHH=O=HH=NA=KNOEPAOLA?Eł?LANBKNI=J?AOP=J@=N@O
QJEMQAPKPDA!KSJPKSJOPQ@U=NA= NAI=EJ=O=@KLPA@
by Council in a consolidated, companion guideline
renamed the "Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and
Supplementary Design Guidelines;" and
 PDA?EPUSE@A1=HHQEH@EJCO!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAOSEHH>A
used together with the consolidated "Downtown Tall
Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design Guidelines"
to evaluate all new and current tall building development
applications falling within the Downtown study area
boundary. Secondary Plan Areas within the Downtown
study area boundary continue to be excluded from the
Downtown Supplementary Design Guidelines.

G U I D E L I N E S

ORGANIZATION OF THE GUIDELINES

As part of the 2012 approval, City Council directed that the
Downtown Guidelines be consolidated with the city-wide
Guidelines. The outcome of this consolidation is as follows:
all Downtown tall building performance standards with
?EPUSE@A=LLHE?=>EHEPUD=RA>AAJEJPACN=PA@EJPKPDA
QL@=PA@?EPUSE@A1=HHQEH@EJC!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAOĢ

D E S I G N

For convenience purposes, cross-references to the Downtown
Supplementary Design Guidelines are listed within the Related
Standards, Guidelines & Studies at the bottom of relevant sections
within these Guidelines and within a summary table in Appendix B.

DOWNTOWN TALL BUILDINGS: VISION AND
SUPPLEMENTATRY DESIGN GUIDLINES

•

B U I L D I N G

Key objectives behind developing Downtown Tall Building
Guidelines included enhancing the pedestrian environment;
minimizing shadowing of sidewalks, parks, and public squares;
protecting landmark views and heritage resources; and improving
the quality of life (access to natural light, sky view, and privacy)
for people living and working in the city’s core.

As a result of this consolidation, the updated Tall Building Design
Guidelines contained herein establish a unified set of performance
measures for the evaluation of all tall building development
applications city-wide, including all areas within the Downtown.

T A L L

Performance Standards relating to the base conditions, the tower
portion of tall buildings, and to contextual fit.

2.0 Site Organization

3.0 Tall Building Design

4.0 Pedestrian Realm

Glossary; References; Submission Requirements;
and Appendices
Individual design guidelines with supporting illustrations, photos,
rationales, and related references, such as to Official Plan policies,
TGS performance measures, and the Downtown Tall Buildings
Supplementary Design Guidelines, are provided for each aspect
of tall building development identified within sections 1.0 through
4.0. These sections provide an easy to follow workbook, which
is concluded by a supporting framework of related Submission
Requirements to help lead applicants, City staff and others through
an effective tall building development review process.
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>NEABKRANREASKBLNEJ?ELHACQE@AHEJAOP=PAIAJPO?KJP=EJA@EJOA?PEKJOPDNKQCD
1.0 SITE CONTEXT
 KJPATPJ=HUOEO
Evaluate the existing and planned context and
demonstrate how the proposed tall building responds
to the patterns, opportunities, and challenges within the
surrounding area.

*=OPAN-H=JBKN)=NCAN0EPAO
Coordinate the development of larger sites with potential
for multiple tall buildings, new internal streets, or parks
through a Master Plan.

#EP=J@1N=JOEPEKJEJ0?=HA
"JOQNAP=HH>QEH@EJCOłPSEPDEJPDAATEOPEJCKNLH=JJA@
context and provide an appropriate transition in scale
@KSJPKHKSANO?=HA@>QEH@EJCO L=NGO =J@KLAJOL=?A

0QJHECDP=J@0GU3EAS
Locate and design tall buildings to protect access to
sunlight and sky view within the surrounding context of
streets, parks, public and private open space, and other
shadow sensitive areas.

-NKIEJAJP0EPAO=J@3EASOBNKIPDA-Q>HE?/A=HI
-NKRE@A=J=LLNKLNE=PA DECDMQ=HEPU@AOECJNAOLKJOA
for tall buildings on or adjacent to prominent sites, and
when framing views from the public realm to prominent
sites.

%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO=J@%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ
!EOPNE?PO
Locate and design tall buildings to respect and
complement the scale, character, form and setting of
KJOEPA=J@=@F=?AJPDANEP=CALNKLANPEAO=J@%ANEP=CA
KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?POĠ% !O 

2.0 SITE ORGANIZATION
QEH@EJC-H=?AIAJP
Locate the base of tall buildings to frame the edges of
streets, parks, and open space, reinforce corners, and to
łPD=NIKJEKQOHUSEPDEJPDAATEOPEJC?KJPATP

CITY OF TORONTO
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,NC=JEVAP=HH>QEH@EJCOPKQOAATEOPEJCKNJASLQ>HE?
streets for address and building entrances.
Ensure primary building entrances front onto public
OPNAAPO =NASAHH@AłJA@ ?HA=NHUREOE>HA =J@QJERANO=HHU
accessible from the adjacent public sidewalk.

0EPA0ANRE?EJC ??AOO=J@-=NGEJC
Locate “back of house” activities, such as loading,
servicing, utilities, and vehicle parking, underground or
within the building mass, away from the public realm
and public view.

-Q>HE?=HHU??AOOE>HA,LAJ0L=?A
-NKRE@ACN=@ANAH=PA@ LQ>HE?=HHU=??AOOE>HAKLAJOL=?A
within the tall building site to complement, connect, and
extend the existing network of public streets, parks, and
open space.

-NER=PA,LAJ0L=?A
-NKRE@A=N=JCAKBDECDMQ=HEPU ?KIBKNP=>HALNER=PA
and shared outdoor amenity space throughout the tall
building site.

-A@AOPNE=J=J@ U?HEJC KJJA?PEKJO
Provide comfortable, safe, and accessible pedestrian
and cycling routes through and around the tall building
site to connect with adjacent routes, streets, parks, open
space, and other priority destinations, such as transit
and underground concourses.

-Q>HE?NP
Pursue public art opportunities and funding strategies on
tall building sites, or adjacent public lands, to enhance
the quality of the development, the public realm, and the
city.

3.0 TALL BUILDING DESIGN
3.1 Base Building
3.2 Middle (Tower)
3.3 Tower Top

3.1 BASE BUILDING
=OAQEH@EJC0?=HA=J@%AECDP
!AOECJPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCPKłPD=NIKJEKQOHUSEPDEJ
the existing context of neighbouring building heights
at the street and to respect the scale and proportion
of adjacent streets, parks, and public or private open
space.

0PNAAPJEI=PEKJ
)EJAPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCSEPD=?PERA CN=@ANAH=PA@QOAO
to promote a safe and animated public realm.

NPE?QH=PAPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCSEPDDECDMQ=HEPUI=PANE=HO
=J@@AOECJAHAIAJPOPD=PłPSEPDJAECD>KQNEJC
buildings and contribute to a pedestrian scale.
Provide clear, unobstructed views into and out from
CNKQJ@ŃKKNQOAOB=?EJCPDALQ>HE?NA=HI

-Q>HE?-NER=PA1N=JOEPEKJ
Design the base building and adjacent setback to
promote an appropriate level of visual and physical
=??AOO=J@KRANHKKGNAŃA?PEJCPDAJ=PQNAKB>QEH@EJC
use at grade.

3.2 MIDDLE (TOWER)
#HKKN-H=PA0EVA=J@0D=LA
)EIEPPDAPKSANŃKKNLH=PAPKOMQ=NAIAPNAO
KNHAOOLANŃKKN EJ?HQ@EJC=HH>QEHP=NA=SEPDEJPDA
building, but excluding balconies.

1KSAN-H=?AIAJP
Place towers away from streets, parks, open space,
and neighbouring properties to reduce visual and
physical impacts of the tower and allow the base
>QEH@EJCPK>APDALNEI=NU@AłJEJCAHAIAJPBKNPDAOEPA
and adjacent public realm.

0AL=N=PEKJ!EOP=J?AO
0AP>=?GP=HH>QEH@EJCPKSANOIAPNAOKNCNA=PAN
from the side and rear property lines or centre line of
an abutting lane.
Provide separation distance between towers on the
O=IAOEPAKBIAPNAOKNCNA=PAN IA=OQNA@BNKIPDA
exterior wall of the buildings, excluding balconies.

&ILHAIAJP=PEKJKB1KSAN0AL=N=PEKJ!EOP=J?AOġ
0I=HH0EPAO


On small sites, apply the recommended minimum
tower setbacks and stepbacks to determine the
NAOQHP=JPŃKKNLH=PAOEVA=J@BA=OE>EHEPUKBPDAOEPA
dimensions to accommodate a tall building.

=H?KJEAO
!AOECJ>=H?KJEAOPKI=TEIEVAQO=>EHEPU ?KIBKNP =J@
>QEH@EJCLANBKNI=J?A SDEHAIEJEIEVEJCJAC=PERA
impacts on the building mass, public realm, and
natural environment.

D E S I G N

G U I D E L I N E S

#=¾=@ANPE?QH=PEKJ=J@1N=JOL=NAJ?U

,NC=JEVA=J@=NPE?QH=PAP=HH>QEH@EJCPKSANOPKLNKIKPA
design excellence, innovation, and sustainability.

B U I L D I N G

-NKRE@A=IEJEIQIłNOPŃKKNDAECDPKBIAPNAO 
IA=OQNA@ŃKKNPKŃKKNBNKI=RAN=CACN=@A

1KSAN,NEAJP=PEKJ=J@NPE?QH=PEKJ

T A L L

#ENOP#HKKN%AECDP

3.3 TOWER TOP
 1KSAN1KL
Design the top of tall buildings to make an appropriate
contribution to the quality and character of the city
skyline.
Balance the use of decorative lighting with energy
ABł?EAJ?UK>FA?PERAO PDALNKPA?PEKJKBIECN=PKNU>EN@O 
=J@PDAI=J=CAIAJPKB=NPEł?E=HOGUCHKS

4.0 THE PEDESTRIAN REALM
0PNAAPO?=LA=J@)=J@O?=LA!AOECJ
-NKRE@ADECDMQ=HEPU OQOP=EJ=>HAOPNAAPO?=LA=J@
landscape design between the tall building and adjacent
streets, parks, and open space.

0E@AS=HG7KJA
Provide adequate space between the front of the building
and adjacent street curbs to safely and comfortably
accommodate pedestrian movement, streetscape
elements, and activities related to the uses at grade.

-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@"BBA?PO
Locate, orient, and design tall buildings to promote air
?EN?QH=PEKJ=J@J=PQN=HRAJPEH=PEKJ UAPIEJEIEVA=@RANOA
wind conditions on adjacent streets, parks and open
space, at building entrances, and in public and private
outdoor amenity areas.

-A@AOPNE=J4A=PDAN-NKPA?PEKJ
Ensure weather protection elements, such as overhangs
=J@?=JKLEAO =NASAHHEJPACN=PA@EJPK>QEH@EJC@AOECJ 
carefully designed and scaled to support the street, and
LKOEPEKJA@PKI=TEIEVABQJ?PEKJ=J@LA@AOPNE=J?KIBKNP
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T A L L

HOW AND WHERE THE GUIDELINES APPLY
i. The Tall Building Design Guidelines apply to the design,
review, and approval of all new and current tall building
@ARAHKLIAJPEJ1KNKJPK1DA$QE@AHEJAOD=RA?EPUSE@A
applicability and will normally apply to the evaluation of
P=HH>QEH@EJCLNKLKO=HO=J@@AOECJ=HPANJ=PERAOEJ,Bł?E=H
-H=JIAJ@IAJPO 7KJEJCUH=SIAJ@IAJPO -H=JOKB
Subdivision, and Site Plan Control applications.
ii. The Tall Buildings Design Guidelines apply together
with the consolidated "Downtown Tall Buildings:
Vision and Supplementary Design Guidelines" to
evaluate all new and current tall building development
applications within the Downtown study area boundary.
Secondary Plan Areas within the Downtown study area
boundary continue to be excluded from the Downtown
Supplementary Design Guidelines.
iii. The Guidelines are intended to be read together
SEPDPDA,Bł?E=H-H=J =LLHE?=>HA7KJEJCU)=SO 
0A?KJ@=NU-H=JO=J@%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?P
Plans, the Toronto Green Standard (TGS), the Toronto
Development Guide, as well as all other applicable City
policies, standards, guidelines, and requirements.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013
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4DEHAPDANA=NAJKLAN?AERA@?KJŃE?PO>APSAAJ=JU
LNAATEOPEJC EPU KQJ?EH=@KLPA@LKHE?EAO OP=J@=N@OKN
CQE@AHEJAO ODKQH@?KJŃE?P=NEOA PDAIKNANAOPNE?PERAKN
prescriptive of these measures will prevail. In all cases,
,Bł?E=H-H=J=J@%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?P-H=J
policies prevail over guideline measures or requirements.

iv. The Guidelines are intended to provide a degree of
certainty and clarity of common interpretation, however,
as guidelines, they should also be afforded some
ŃATE>EHEPUEJ=LLHE?=PEKJ L=NPE?QH=NHUSDAJHKKGA@=P
cumulatively.
The Guidelines are not intended to be applied or
interpreted independently of each other. Rather, each
guideline requirement should be weighed across the
board with the other guidelines and "work together"
to determine whether a tall building development
application has successfully met the overall intent of
PDAOA$QE@AHEJAO=J@PDA,Bł?E=H-H=J
v. In considering whether to permit a tall building on a
OEPA>UOEPA>=OEO I=JUKPDANLH=JJEJCEOOQAOIQOPłNOP
be taken into account, including, but not limited to, the
site context and availability of adequate infrastructure,
public transit, parks, community and cultural services
and facilities, schools, and child care facilities. If it
is determined that a tall building is supportable, and
represents “good planning,” these Guidelines will then
apply.
vi. The Guidelines are an evolving "living" document which
I=U>ANAREOA@ BNKIPEIAPKPEIA PKNAŃA?PJAS
łJ@EJCOKNOPQ@UNA?KIIAJ@=PEKJOPD=PD=RA=JEIL=?P
on the effective evaluation of tall building applications.

G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L

 0&1" ,+1"51
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Context Analysis
Master Plan for Larger Sites
Fit and Transition in Scale
Sunlight and Sky View
Prominent Sites and Views from the Public Realm
Heritage Properties and Heritage Conservation Districts

G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L
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 ,+1"51+)60&0

"R=HQ=PAPDAATEOPEJC=J@LH=JJA@?KJPATP=J@@AIKJOPN=PADKS
PDALNKLKOA@P=HH>QEH@EJCNAOLKJ@OPKPDAL=PPANJO KLLKNPQJEPEAO 
=J@?D=HHAJCAOSEPDEJPDAOQNNKQJ@EJC=NA=
=OL=NPKBPDA-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA EJ?HQ@A=ļ4=HG=>HA
context analysis, showing the tall building proposal, and
illustrating through text and graphics at an appropriate
scale:
 I=J@IğS=HG=>EHEPUğN=@EEBNKIPDAOEPAĢ
• planning area boundaries (e.g. secondary plans);
• land uses and designations;
 I=FKNOPNAAPO=J@>HK?GOĠL=PPANJO OEVA HK?=PEKJ Ģ
• pedestrian/cycling routes and connections;
• transit routes, stations, and stops (including distance to
rapid transit nodes);
• open space networks (parks, open space, natural
features);
 ATEOPEJCKNLKPAJPE=HDANEP=CALNKLANPEAO=J@%ANEP=CA
Conservation Districts;
• area amenities and destinations (community centres,
trails, libraries, schools, retail areas, etc.);
 PKLKCN=LDE?=HEJBKNI=PEKJĠSDANAOECJEł?=JP 
b. As part of the Planning Rationale, include a “Block” context
analysis, showing the tall building proposal and illustrating
through text and graphics at an appropriate scale:
 OEVAKB>HK?GO=J@=NN=JCAIAJPKBL=N?AHOKNHKPOĢ
 HK?=PEKJ OEVA =J@KNC=JEV=PEKJKBLQ>HE?OPNAAPO 
laneways, sidewalks, transit stops, and other pedestrian
or cycling routes and connections;
 HK?=PEKJ=J@OEVAKBL=NGO=J@KLAJOL=?AĢ
 =@F=?AJP=J@KJOEPADANEP=CALNKLANPEAOĢ
 EILKNP=JPKNE@AJPEłA@REASOBNKIPDALQ>HE?NA=HIĢ
• existing and planned building footprints;
 CNKQJ@ŃKKNQOAO OAP>=?GL=PPANJO =J@CAJAN=HHK?=PEKJ
of building entrances, street trees and site circulation/
servicing on adjacent sites and blocks;
• existing and planned building heights, including the
height of context buildings, other tall building towers
and base buildings, to demonstrate how the proposed
tall building relates to surrounding buildings, particularly
within the same block and across streets and open
space (see also 1.3 Fit and Transition in Scale and 3.2.3
Separation Distances).

/1&,+)"
Context refers to the setting of a development, including both
the existing physical surroundings and the planned vision
for the future of an area. The intent of the context analysis
is to identify patterns, opportunities, and challenges, and
@AIKJOPN=PADKSPDALNKLKOA@P=HH>QEH@EJCSEHHłPSEPD=J@
respond appropriately to the surrounding area.
The context analysis should inform many key design decisions,
including the placement, height and character of base buildings,
the location, shape, general height, and spacing of towers,
as well as the relationship in scale between tall building
components and to neighbours.
The context analysis may also be used to determine what
amenities and community facilities are present and which ones
may need to be provided around or within the tall building
OEPAPK=?DEARA=DECDMQ=HEPUHEREJC=J@SKNGEJCAJRENKJIAJP
Important considerations may include public open space,
community centres, schools, grocers and markets, other active
commercial uses, community energy systems, transit, cycling
and pedestrian connections, generous sidewalks, and street
trees.
IAPNAN=@EQOEO=CAJAN=HHU=??ALPA@IA=OQNABKN
“walkability” and is roughly equivalent to a 10 minute walk.
The intent of the context analysis at a "walkable" scale is to
demonstrate how the proposed tall building development
reinforces existing or planned built form patterns, responds
appropriately to changes in land use and scale, and makes
connections to important area amenities, such as transit, public
open space, and living and working destinations.
The block scale analysis allows for a closer examination
of the immediate context, including buildings on the same
block and across the street on adjacent blocks. This analysis
should evaluate setback patterns, building heights, proximity
PKKLAJOL=?A CNKQJ@ŃKKNQOAO NAH=PEKJODELPKKPDANP=HH

G U I D E L I N E S

#ECQNAġ?KJ?ALPQ=Hļ4=HG=>HA
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radius of the tall building site.
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D E S I G N
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Figure 2: A conceptual
"Block" context analysis
for the blocks immediately
adjacent to the proposed tall
building site.

3 Storeys

buildings, and the arrangement of driveways, sidewalks, and
street trees. The block scale context analysis should inform
OEPAKNC=JEV=PEKJ KLAJOL=?A=HHK?=PEKJ >QEH@EJCI=OOEJC 
LH=?AIAJP CNKQJ@ŃKKNQOAO =J@PDA@AOECJ=J@?D=N=?PANKB
the public realm.
An important step in the “Block” context analysis is to evaluate
the relationship between the proposed development and the
heights of other buildings in the surrounding area. The intent
of this analysis is to coordinate the proposed tall building with
the location, height, scale, and spacing of existing or approved

3 Storeys

3 Storeys

buildings, and in particular other tall buildings on the same or
adjacent blocks.
Flexibility in the scope of the context analysis, as well as the
OEVA=J@OD=LAKBPDAIAPNA=J@IAPNAğS=HG=>EHEPUğ
N=@EEEOAJ?KQN=CA@PK=@@NAOOHK?=HEVA@?KJ@EPEKJO OQ?D=O
natural or physical barriers (ravines, railways, highways, etc.),
planning boundaries, important destinations, community
facilities, transportation nodes, changes in land use, and the
KRAN=HHOEVAKBPDAP=HH>QEH@EJCOEPA

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?UWQEHP#KNI1=HHQEH@EJCOġ-KHE?U> ?=J@@W%ANEP=CA/AOKQN?AOW
QEH@EJC+AS+AECD>KQNDKK@Oġ-KHE?U  =J@W0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?U
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*01"/-)+#,/)/$"/0&1"0

KKN@EJ=PAPDA@ARAHKLIAJPKBH=NCANOEPAOSEPDLKPAJPE=H
BKNIQHPELHAP=HH>QEH@EJCO JASEJPANJ=HOPNAAPO KNL=NGO
PDNKQCD=*=OPAN-H=J
a. As part of the Planning Rationale, provide a Master Plan for
Larger Sites, which includes:
 I=J@IğS=HG=>EHEPUğN=@EE=J@NAHAR=JPOEPA
context (see also 1.1 Context Analysis);
• general layout and dimensions of new streets, blocks,
parks, and public or private open space;
• perspective(s) showing important views and the shape
of the skyline;
 ATEOPEJCKNLKPAJPE=HDANEP=CALNKLANPEAO=J@%ANEP=CA
Conservation Districts to be conserved;
 OEVA=J@@EIAJOEKJOKB@ARAHKLIAJPL=N?AHOĢ=J@
• a phasing plan, schedule, and interim landscape plan.

b. For each development parcel within a Master Plan, include:
• general location of base buildings and tower footprints;
• setbacks between buildings and from streets, parks, and
open space;
• proposed building heights and separation distances
between proposed towers;
• location of site servicing, vehicular circulation, and major
utility connections including shared systems such as
district/community energy;
• pedestrian and cycling connections through and around
the tall building sites; and
• a landscape concept plan.

/1&,+)"
A Master Plan provides a planning and design framework to
guide the incremental development of large or complex areas
with multiple tall buildings, new streets, or parks. This Plan
should provide a vision for the development of the entire site
area, including how new buildings, streets, blocks, pedestrian
and cycling routes, parks, and publically accessible and private
KLAJOL=?AOSEHHłPSEPDEJPDAATEOPEJC=J@LH=JJA@?KJPATP

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

A Master Plan for Larger Sites is required for developments
having any one or more of the following characteristics:
• requiring new streets or parks;
• proposing multiple tall buildings;
• containing two or more construction phases;
• using shared servicing; and/or
• covering a site area larger than 2.0 hectares.
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Preparing a Master Plan for Larger Sites can offer certain
planning and design advantages, including the ability to:
• coordinate servicing, parking access, and utilities to
I=TEIEVAABł?EAJ?U=J@IEJEIEVAJAC=PERAEIL=?POKJ
neighbouring properties and the public realm;
• accommodate an appropriate transition in scale to areas
of different intensity, including stepping down to lower
scale buildings and properties;

 @AłJAJAS=J@ATEOPEJCOPNAAPO L=NGO =J@KLAJOL=?AO
at an appropriate scale;
• achieve generous spatial separation between tall building
towers, particularly if clustered within a block or on
adjacent blocks;
• locate and orient buildings, parks, and open space
PKI=TEIEVAOQJHECDP=??AOO OGUREAS =J@AJANCU
ABł?EAJ?UĢ
• provide a mix of open space and building types, and a
diverse range of housing options and affordability;
 ABBA?PERAHU?KJOANRAKJOEPADANEP=CA>QEH@EJCO 
structures, and landscapes, adjacent heritage properties,
%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?PO =J@E@AJPEłA@DANEP=CA
views from the public realm; and
• shape the skyline and vary the built form, sky view, and
massing in a comprehensive way to reinforce the city
structure.
A Master Plan may not be required if there is a Secondary Plan
that applies to the site, with associated Context or Precinct
Plans that include comparable information and detail.

G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
T A L L

B U I L D I N G

Achieve appropriate
spatial separation
between towers

Public Transit
Route
Arterial Roads
Collectors and
Local Streets
Development
Phases

Figure 1: An illustration of a
conceptual Master Plan for
a larger development area
containing multiple tall buildings,
new streets and parks.

New buildings are to
consider context and
provide appropriate
transition to adjacent
neighborhoods

Master plan areas
generally require
new open spaces

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
1DA-Q>HE?/A=HIġ-KHE?UPKWQEHP#KNI1=HHQEH@EJCOġ-KHE?U> ? @=J@AW%ANEP=CA/AOKQN?AOW
%KQOEJCġ-KHE?U=W KIIQJEPU0ANRE?AO=J@#=?EHEPEAOġ-KHE?U=J@W-=NGO=J@,LAJ0L=?Aġ-KHE?UW
QEH@EJC+AS+AECD>KQNDKK@Oġ-KHE?U  =J@W1DA+=PQN=H"JRENKJIAJPġ-KHE?U
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#&1+!1/+0&1&,+&+0 )"

"JOQNAP=HH>QEH@EJCOłPSEPDEJPDAATEOPEJCKNLH=JJA@?KJPATP=J@
LNKRE@A=J=LLNKLNE=PAPN=JOEPEKJEJO?=HA@KSJPKHKSANO?=HA@
>QEH@EJCO L=NGO =J@KLAJOL=?A
= LLHU=JCQH=NLH=JAO IEJEIQIDKNEVKJP=HOAL=N=PEKJ
distances, and other building envelope controls (such as
stepping height limits, building setbacks and stepbacks),
PKPN=JOEPEKJBNKIP=HH>QEH@EJCO@KSJPKHKSANO?=HA
buildings and to maintain access to sunlight and sky view
for surrounding streets, parks, public or private open space,
and neighbouring properties.
> PPDA>NK=@AN@EOPNE?PKN?EPUO?=HA AJ?KQN=CAłP=J@
transition in scale in the following ways:
• when a tall building or group of tall buildings is proposed
SEPDEJ=JE@AJPEłA@CNKSPD=NA= @AOECJPKSANOJA=NAN
to the edge of the growth area to be progressively lower
in height than those in the “centre” – the location of
greatest intensity and highest order transit;
• when a tall building or group of tall buildings is proposed
on a site surrounded by other tall buildings of consistent
height, relate the height and scale of the proposed tower
to the existing context.

? PPDAOEPAO?=HA LNKIKPAłP=J@PN=JOEPEKJEJO?=HA>APSAAJ
P=HH>QEH@EJCO=J@HKSANO?=HA@>QEH@EJCO L=NGO=J@KLAJ
spaces on the block or across the street by:
=??KIIK@=PEJC=HH=OLA?POKBłP=J@PN=JOEPEKJSEPDEJ
PDAP=HH>QEH@EJC@ARAHKLIAJPOEPAĠOAAłCQNAOPK Ģ
• including base buildings that relate directly to the height
and typology of the existing or planned streetwall context
ĠOAA=HOK=OAQEH@EJC0?=HA=J@%AECDP Ģ
KJH=NCANOEPAO LNKRE@EJCHKSANO?=HA>QEH@EJCOKNKLAJ
OL=?APK=?DEARADKNEVKJP=HOAL=N=PEKJ@EOP=J?A
@ LLNKLNE=PAłP=J@PN=JOEPEKJEJO?=HAI=UIA=JPD=PJKP=HH
sites are suitable for tall buildings, or that the existing or
approved massing and scale of a tall building on one site
can be applied or used as a reference point for redeveloping
a neighbouring site (see also 3.2.3 Separation Distances).

/1&,+)"
Tall buildings should respect the scale of the local context
and display an appropriate transition in height and intensity
AOLA?E=HHUSDAJ=@F=?AJPPK=NA=OKB@EBBANEJCH=J@QOA HKSAN
scale built form, and heritage properties.

CITY OF TORONTO
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&JCAJAN=H =LLNKLNE=PAłP=J@PN=JOEPEKJEO=?DEARA@SDAJ
tall buildings respect and integrate with the height, scale and
character of neighbouring buildings, reinforce the broader city
OPNQ?PQNA LNKRE@ADKNEVKJP=HOAL=N=PEKJ=J@PN=JOEPEKJ@KSJPK
HKSANO?=HA>QEH@EJCO=J@KLAJOL=?A =J@I=EJP=EJ=??AOOPK
sunlight and sky view for surrounding streets, parks, public or
private open space, and neighbouring properties.
#ECQNAOPDNKQCDEHHQOPN=PAPULE?=HO?AJ=NEKOKBP=HH>QEH@EJCłP
and transition. The actual design approach and methods used

PK=?DEARA=LLNKLNE=PAłP=J@PN=JOEPEKJSEHH>A@APANIEJA@KJ=
OEPA>UOEPA>=OEO=J@I=UR=NU=??KN@EJCPKPDAġ
• regulatory framework (e.g. Secondary Plans);
• existing and planned context;
 OEVAKBPDA@ARAHKLIAJPOEPAĢ
• planned intensity of use and scale of development;
• proximity and scale of adjacent built form;
 HK?=PEKJKNOEVAKB=@F=?AJPOPNAAPO L=NGO=J@KLAJOL=?AĢ
• potential impact on privacy, daylight, sky view, sunlight/
shadow for the public realm and neighbouring properties;
 LKPAJPE=HEIL=?PKJDANEP=CALNKLANPEAO=J@KN%ANEP=CA
Conservation Districts;
 LKPAJPE=HEIL=?PKJE@AJPEłA@EILKNP=JPREASOBNKIPDA
public realm; and
• environmental sensitivity of adjacent natural features
(woodlots, ravines, etc.).
Continued on page 20...
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G U I D E L I N E S
transition in the height and scale of tall buildings
BNKIPDA?AJPNAKB=CNKSPD=NA=@KSJPK=HKSAN
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Figure 1: A conceptual illustration of a progressive
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>QEH@EJCłPPEJCSEPDEJ=JATEOPEJC?KJPATPKBKPDAN
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#ECQNAġ?KJ?ALPQ=HEHHQOPN=PEKJKBDKNEVKJP=H
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#ECQNAġ?KJ?ALPQ=HEHHQOPN=PEKJKB=J=JCQH=N
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#&1+!1/+0&1&,+&+0 )"CONT...
/1&,+)"?KJP
JCQH=N-H=JAO
Angular planes are a commonly applied measure:
•

to provide transition in scale from tall buildings down
to lower scale areas, limiting shadow and overlook on
neighbouring properties that are lower scale, and limiting
shadow and loss of sky view on adjacent streets and
KLAJOL=?AĠOAA#ECQNAO=J@ ĢKN

•

to protect access to sunlight and sky view for streets,
L=NGO LQ>HE?=J@LNER=PAKLAJOL=?AĠOAA#ECQNA=J@
0QJHECDP=J@0GU3EAS=J@=OAQEH@EJC0?=HA
=J@%AECDP 

2JHAOOKPDANSEOAOLA?EłA@EJ=0A?KJ@=NU-H=JKNKPDAN EPU
approved policy, standard, guideline, or study which would
=LLHUPK=OLA?Eł?OEPA =@ACNAA=JCQH=NLH=JA IA=OQNA@
from the relevant property line(s), is typically used to provide
transition in scale from growth areas/tall building developments
down to lower scale areas, such as stable residential
Neighbourhoods.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
%A=HPDU+AECD>KQNDKK@Oġ-KHE?U= > ?=J@WQEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U=J@W%ANEP=CA/AOKQN?AOW
CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

QEH@EJC+AS+AECD>KQNDKK@Oġ-KHE?U>WL=NPIAJP+AECD>KQNDKK@Oġ-KHE?U= >=J@@W
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*ETA@2OANA=Oġ-KHE?U?=J@@
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design Guidelines, #1

G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N

02+)&$%1+!0(63&"4

Figure 1: Tall buildings designed to protect sunlight and sky view in a public park.

a. Evaluate alternative placement and massing concepts for
individual tall building sites at the scale of the block to
secure the greatest amount of sunlight and sky view in the
surrounding context. Consider the following:
• limit the scale and height of the base building to
appropriately frame the public realm, while maintaining
=??AOOPK=PHA=OPDKQNOKBOQJHECDPKJPDAKLLKOEPA
side of the street at the equinoxes (see also 3.1.1 Base
QEH@EJC0?=HA=J@%AECDP Ģ
• provide slender, point towers with generous separation
distances, and limit or vary the height of towers, to
retain sky view between buildings and reduce the
OEVAKBOD=@KSO=J@HAJCPDKBPEIAPDAU=NA?=OPKJ=
particular area (see also 3.2 Middle (Tower)). Consider
the cumulative effect of multiple towers on resulting
shadowing.
b. Through a Sun/Shadow Study, demonstrate how the
proposed tall building protects access to sunlight and seeks
PKIEJEIEVA=JU=@@EPEKJ=HOD=@KSEJCKBL=NGO=J@J=PQN=H
areas, such as ravines.


+=PQN=H%ANEP=CA&IL=?P0PQ@UI=U>ANAMQENA@PKAR=HQ=PA
sun/shadow impacts on natural areas.

c. Through a Sun/Shadow Study, demonstrate how the
proposed tall building protects access to sunlight and seeks
to adequately limit shadowing of neighbouring streets,
properties, and open space, including shadow sensitive
=NA=OOQ?D=OO?DKKHU=N@O LH=UłAH@O =J@?AIAPANEAO
d. Additional shadow and sky view protection may be required
for a particular street, park, open space, natural area,
DANEP=CALNKLANPU %ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?P KNKPDAN
OD=@KSOAJOEPERA=NA=KJ=OEPAOLA?Eł?>=OEO

T A L L

B U I L D I N G

)K?=PA=J@@AOECJP=HH>QEH@EJCOPKLNKPA?P
=??AOOPKOQJHECDP=J@OGUREASSEPDEJ
PDAOQNNKQJ@EJC?KJPATPKBOPNAAPO L=NGO 
LQ>HE?=J@LNER=PAKLAJOL=?A =J@KPDAN
OD=@KSOAJOEPERA=NA=O
/1&,+)"
Access to direct sunlight improves the usability and enjoyment
of outdoor spaces and allows trees and vegetation to thrive.
Tall buildings can adversely affect the environmental quality
of surrounding areas through the loss of sky view and by the
overshadowing of adjacent streets, parks, and public or private
open spaces.
Sky view is the measurable amount of sky seen from a street,
park, or other open space above and in between building
masses. Loss of sky view reduces access to light, which affects
the comfort, quality, and use of the public realm.
1KNKJPKO?HEI=PAEOKJAKBATPNAIAO ?D=N=?PANEVA@>UDKP 
humid summers, and cold, grey, damp winters. In summer,
OD=@ABNKIPNAAO=J@HECDP>NAAVAOI=GAPDALQ>HE?NA=HIIKNA
comfortable. In the shoulder seasons, spring and fall, access
to direct sunlight and shelter from the wind become very
important to improve the comfort, usability, and enjoyment of
outdoor spaces. Required Sun/Shadow studies focus on the
AMQEJKTAO*=N?D=J@0ALPAI>ANPKAILD=OEVAPDA
importance of access to sunlight during these seasons. The
review of other times of day and other seasons may be required
depending on the type and shadow sensitivity of adjacent uses.
For tall buildings, protecting sky view and access to sunlight
is generally achieved through good street proportion, overall
massing, generous tower setbacks and separation distances.
,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U@ A B =J@
3.2.3 Parks and Open Space: Policy 3
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design
$QE@AHEJAO =J@W0QJ 4EJ@=J@-A@AOPNE=J KIBKNPġ
Study of Toronto’s Central Area
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-/,*&+"+10&1"0+!3&"40#/,*1%"-2)& /")*

-NKRE@A=J=LLNKLNE=PA DECDMQ=HEPU@AOECJNAOLKJOABKNP=HH
>QEH@EJCOKJKN=@F=?AJPPKLNKIEJAJPOEPAO =J@SDAJBN=IEJC
REASOBNKIPDALQ>HE?NA=HIPKLNKIEJAJPOEPAO
a. Locate and design tall buildings on or adjacent to prominent
sites to appropriately frame or terminate visual axes. A view
PANIEJQOEOJKP=HS=UOFQOPEł?=PEKJPKHK?=PAKNAILD=OEVA=
tall building tower.

Increased tower
step back to
preserve view to a
local landmark

>4DAJ=P=HH>QEH@EJCSEHHBN=IA=JEILKNP=JPREASBNKI
PDALQ>HE?NA=HI AR=HQ=PAPDALNKLKOA@OEPAKNC=JEV=PEKJ 
building placement, heights, setbacks, stepbacks, massing,
and site landscaping to ensure that the view is maintained,
=J@SDANALKOOE>HA AJD=J?A@&JPDA?=OAKBE@AJPEłA@
heritage views, locate and design tall buildings to preserve
PDAOAREASOQJK>OPNQ?PA@ĠOAA=HOK%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO 
?4DANALKOOE>HA=J@=LLNKLNE=PA KNC=JEVAPDAP=HH>QEH@EJC
site and building massing to create or extend views from the
LQ>HE?NA=HIPKEILKNP=JPJ=PQN=H=J@DQI=JI=@ABA=PQNAO 
such as prominent buildings, structures, landscapes, and
natural features, including ravines and Lake Ontario.

Figure 1: The tall building steps back to protect an important view from the public realm.

/1&,+)"

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

Certain sites within the City are more prominent than others.
The role of a tall building should vary depending on whether it
is on a prominent site, adjacent to a prominent site, framing a
view from the public realm to a prominent site, or none of the
above and simply part of the overall city fabric.
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•

•

key locations viewed from bridges or highways, or
framing views to or from important public open spaces
or natural features, such as ravines, river valleys, Lake
Ontario, and the Lake Iroquois shoreline; or
other unique places within the structure of the City.

Not all tall building sites are considered prominent.
Furthermore, prominent sites neither require tall buildings to
I=GAPDAIOLA?E=H JKN=NAPDAUFQOPEł?=PEKJBKN=P=HH>QEH@EJC
or an additional increase in height. The merits of a site will
be reviewed and determined during the preliminary planning
application stages.

4DAJ=P=HH>QEH@EJCEOLNKLKOA@KJ=LNKIEJAJPOEPA PDA@AOECJ
and placement of the building and surrounding landscape
should respond to the heightened level of importance within
PDA EPUOPNQ?PQNA4AHH@AOECJA@P=HH>QEH@EJCOKJLNKIEJAJP
OEPAO?=J>A?KIANA?KCJEV=>HAH=J@I=NGO LNKRE@EJCLKEJPOKB
orientation and visual interest within the City.

0EPAOE@AJPEłA@=OļLNKIEJAJPI=UEJ?HQ@Aġ
• a street or view corridor terminus;
 =I=FKNEJPANOA?PEKJ=J@DECDKN@ANPN=JOEPJK@AĢ

4DAJ=P=HH>QEH@EJCBN=IAO=REASBNKIPDALQ>HE?NA=HIPK
=LNKIEJAJPOEPAKNKPDANEILKNP=JPJ=PQN=HKNDQI=JI=@A
feature, the design and placement of the tall building should

G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N

A distinctive base
building, tower, or
public open space
provides a focal
point at the view
terminus

B U I L D I N G

respond in a supporting role to those sites and features which are
EILKNP=JP=J@LNKIEJAJP&JPDA?=OAKBE@AJPEłA@DANEP=CAREASO 
the location and design of tall buildings will preserve these views
QJK>OPNQ?PA@%ANEP=CA&IL=?POOAOOIAJPI=U>ANAMQENA@PK
inform this evaluation.

Considerations for views from the public realm may include:
• is the view of or including heritage properties?
• is the view short or long?
• is the view framed by buildings, landscaped setbacks, open
spaces, or a natural setting?
• is the foreground, background, and/or silhouette, important
to the integrity or clarity of what is being viewed?
• is the view dynamic and anticipated to transform over
time, or is it expected to be maintained and enhanced in its
current state?
Most often tall buildings will play a secondary role to what is
being viewed. For example, the design and placement of the
base building, tower and open spaces work together to open up
or better frame the view. Less frequently, tall buildings may be
an integral part of shaping what is being viewed, such as with
skylines.
In all instances where it is considered appropriate to include tall
>QEH@EJCOEJPDARE?EJEPUKB=JE@AJPEłA@LQ>HE?REAS PDA=@@EPEKJ
IQOP>A?KKN@EJ=PA@=J@=LLA=NSAHHEJPACN=PA@SEPDPDAKRAN=HH
composition of the view.

T A L L

In order to determine how the design and placement of the
tall building may best support views from the public realm to
LNKIEJAJPOEPAO=J@KPDANEILKNP=JPJ=PQN=H=J@DQI=JI=@A
features, it is necessary to understand the character of the view,
and what is important within it.
Figure 2: A prominent site at a view terminus.

Design buildings to
frame and engage
open space

Figure 3: Prominent sites framing an important public open space.

Express unique site
characteristics through
building design

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
1KNKJPKO$NAAJ0L=?A0UOPAI=J@4=PANBNKJPġ-KHE?U>W
3.1.1 The Public Realm: Policy 3, 8a, 8b, 9, and 10 |
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U=W%ANEP=CA/AOKQN?AO
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design
$QE@AHEJAO W-=NGO =J=@=ġ0P=J@=N@O=J@$QE@AHEJAOBKN

#ECQNAġLNKIEJAJPOEPA=P=QJEMQAHK?=PEKJEJPDA EPUOPNQ?PQNA

PDA KJOANR=PEKJKB%EOPKNE?-H=?AOEJ =J=@=
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%"/&1$"-/,-"/1&"0+!%"/&1$" ,+0"/31&,+!&01/& 10

)K?=PA=J@@AOECJP=HH>QEH@EJCOPKNAOLA?P=J@?KILHAIAJPPDAO?=HA 
?D=N=?PAN BKNI=J@OAPPEJCKBKJOEPA=J@=@F=?AJPDANEP=CALNKLANPEAO
=J@%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?POĠ% !O 
a. Conserve and integrate heritage properties into tall building
developments in a manner that is consistent with accepted
principles of good heritage conservation (see Appendix A:
%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ-NEJ?ELHAO 1=HH>QEH@EJCLNKLKO=HOSEPD
=@F=?AJPKNKJOEPADANEP=CALNKLANPEAOKNSEPDEJ=J% !=NA
NAMQENA@PKLNKRE@A=%ANEP=CA&IL=?POOAOOIAJP=OL=NPKB=
complete application.
b. Conserve the integrity of the cultural heritage values, attributes,
?D=N=?PAN =J@PDNAA@EIAJOEKJ=HBKNIKB=JKJOEPADANEP=CA
>QEH@EJCKNOPNQ?PQNAKNLNKLANPUSEPDEJ=J% !#=¾=@ANAPAJPEKJ
alone is not an acceptable method of heritage preservation.
? 4DAJ=P=HH>QEH@EJCEO=@F=?AJPPK=HKSANO?=HADANEP=CA
property:
• design new base buildings to respect the urban grain, scale,
setbacks, proportions, visual relationships, topography, and
materials of the historic context;
• integrate the existing heritage character into the base building
PDNKQCDDECDMQ=HEPU ?KJPAILKN=NU@AOECJ?QAOĢ
• provide additional tall building setbacks, stepbacks, and
other appropriate placement or design measures to respect
PDADANEP=CAOAPPEJCĠOAA=HOK-NKIEJAJP0EPAO=J@3EASO
from the Public Realm); and
AJOQNA?KJOEOPAJ?USEPD=LLHE?=>HA% !-H=JNAMQENAIAJPO
d. Tall buildings will not visually impede the setting of properties
KJPDADANEP=CANACEOPAN1DAK>FA?PERABKNPDAHKJCPANI
LNAOANR=PEKJ EJPACN=PEKJ =J@NAQOAKBDANEP=CALNKLANPEAOI=U
mean that not all sites with or adjacent to heritage properties are
appropriate for tall building development.

Figure 2: The historic streetwall context is respected with a generous tower stepback
and referenced through an appropriately scaled and articulated base building.

/1&,+)"
The City of Toronto values its heritage properties and
%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?POĠ% !O =J@NAMQENAOPD=P
they be protected and, where appropriate, integrated into
new development in a manner that is consistent with
accepted principles of good heritage conservation (see
LLAJ@ETġ%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ-NEJ?ELHAO 
There may be instances where conservation principles
KQPSAECDPDACK=HOKBEJPAJOEł?=PEKJ=J@NA@ARAHKLIAJP 
and may limit the construction of tall buildings or require
additional “breathing space” to preserve the integrity of an
% ! DANEP=CALNKLANPU KNOLA?Eł?=PPNE>QPAO&JHK?=PEKJO
where tall buildings are considered appropriate, heritage
properties should be referenced to inform the scale and
?KJPATPQ=HPNA=PIAJPKBPDAJAS@ARAHKLIAJP&BSAHH
designed and appropriately sited, tall buildings can make a
positive contribution to an historical setting.
,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

%ANEP=CA/AOKQN?AO
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/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design
$QE@AHEJAO W-=NGO =J=@=ġ0P=J@=N@O=J@$QE@AHEJAO
Figure 1: New base buildings with contemporary expression relate to the heritage buildings
LNAOANRA@KJOEPA

BKNPDA KJOANR=PEKJKB%EOPKNE?-H=?AOEJ =J=@=
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2&)!&+$-) "*"+1

)K?=PAPDA>=OAKBP=HH>QEH@EJCOPKBN=IAPDAA@CAOKBOPNAAPO L=NGO =J@
KLAJOL=?A PKłPD=NIKJEKQOHUSEPDPDAATEOPEJC?KJPATP =J@PKLNKRE@A
KLLKNPQJEPEAOBKNDECDMQ=HEPUH=J@O?=LA@KLAJOL=?AKJOEPA
a. In general, build parallel to the street and extend the base
building the length of the site along the edges of streets,
parks, and open space.
> 4DANAPDAATEOPEJCOAP>=?GL=PPANJEO?KJOEOPAJP=J@
not planned to change, align new base buildings with
neighbouring building frontages.
? 4DAJATEOPEJCOAP>=?GO=NASAHHAOP=>HEODA@ >QPR=NUKJ
either side of a tall building site, locate and design the base
building to resolve the differences. Avoid blank side walls
visible to a street.
d. On blocks where a consistent setback pattern does not
exist or is planned to change, locate the base building at the
NAMQENA@OAP>=?GHEJAĠOAA=HOK0E@AS=HG7KJA 
e. On corner sites, respond to the setback pattern and
alignment of neighbouring buildings on both streets.

f. Provide greater building setbacks at strategic points or along
the entire frontage, as appropriate, for architectural interest
and to improve pedestrian amenity, including more space
BKNPNAALH=JPEJC SE@ANOE@AS=HGO BKNA?KQNPO LH=V=O =J@
KPDANLQ>HE?=HHU=??AOOE>HAKLAJOL=?AOĠOAA-Q>HE?=HHU
??AOOE>HA,LAJ0L=?A=J@0E@AS=HG7KJA 
C 4DANA=LLHE?=>HA I=EJP=EJPDA?D=N=?PANKBATEOPEJCOKBP
landscaped streetscapes by providing generous setbacks for
trees and plantings.
D %ECDMQ=HEPU CN=@ANAH=PA@H=J@O?=LA@KLAJOL=?AEO
AJ?KQN=CA@BKN=PHA=OPLAN?AJPKBPKP=HOEPA=NA=
Opportunities may include hard and soft landscaped setbacks,
LH=V=O ?KQNPU=N@O AP?,JOI=HHANEJłHHOEPAO PDEOH=J@O?=LA@
KLAJOL=?AI=U>A?KI>EJA@EJL=NPSEPD=>KRACN=@A=NA=O 
OQ?D=ONKKBPKL=IAJEPUKNCNAAJNKKBOĠ0AA-Q>HE?=HHU
??AOOE>HA,LAJ0L=?A=J@-NER=PA,LAJ0L=?A 

Figure 1: A base building
placed parallel to the street

Provide greater
building setbacks at
strategic points

/1&,+)"

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

Toronto’s traditional urban pattern is of buildings aligned
parallel to the street with a consistent setback from the front
LNKLANPUHEJA1DEOL=PPANJKB>QEH@EJCLH=?AIAJP?HA=NHU@AłJAO
the edges of streets, parks, and open spaces to promote a
vibrant pedestrian environment.
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4AHHLH=?A@>=OA>QEH@EJCO?NA=PA=?KDANAJPOPNAAPO?=LA=J@
DAHLJASP=HH>QEH@EJCOłPEJSEPDATEOPEJCJAECD>KQNO4DANA
the setback pattern is not consistent or planned to change, the
placement of base buildings at the required setback line, parallel
PKPDAOPNAAP DAHLOAOP=>HEOD=LA@AOPNE=JKNEAJPA@?KJPATPBKN

Align base building to
setback pattern of
surrounding context,
and ensure generous
space for sidewalks
and tree planting

and aligned with the frontages
of neighbouring buildings.
Strategic setbacks, where
appropriate, create space for
pedestrian amenity.

PDABQPQNA4DANAPDANAMQENA@OAP>=?GHEJAEO=PKNRANU?HKOAPK
the property line, greater building setbacks at strategic points or
along the entire frontage may be encouraged to expand the public
realm and improve pedestrian comfort and amenity. Buildings,
OEPAOANRE?AO =J@=IAJEPEAOODKQH@=HOK>A=NN=JCA@PKI=TEIEVA
CN=@ANAH=PA@=J@KPDANKJOEPAKLLKNPQJEPEAOBKNDECDMQ=HEPU
landscaped open spaces to enrich the public realm, improve living
and working conditions, and promote sustainable design.
,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
1DA-Q>HE?/A=HIġ-KHE?U=  =J@W
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U=  >=J@@WQEHP#KNI1=HH
QEH@EJCOġ-KHE?UAW1DA+=PQN=H"JRENKJIAJPġ-KHE?UB
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,NC=JEVAP=HH>QEH@EJCOPKQOAATEOPEJCKNJASLQ>HE?OPNAAPOBKN
=@@NAOO=J@>QEH@EJCAJPN=J?AO

= 2OADECDMQ=HEPU=N?DEPA?PQN=H=J@H=J@O?=LA@AOECJPK
AILD=OEVALNEI=NUAJPN=J?AO

T A L L

"JOQNALNEI=NU>QEH@EJCAJPN=J?AOBNKJPKJPKLQ>HE?OPNAAPO =NA
SAHH@AłJA@ ?HA=NHUREOE>HA =J@QJERANO=HHU=??AOOE>HABNKIPDA
=@F=?AJPLQ>HE?OE@AS=HG
Provide clear and visible
identity for corner and
mid-block entrances

b. Differentiate between residential and commercial entrances
EJIETA@QOA>QEH@EJCO
? -NKRE@A=JAJPN=J?APKA=?DCNKQJ@ŃKKNNAP=EHQJEP SDE?DEO
E@AJPEł=>HA=J@@ENA?PHU=??AOOE>HABNKIPDALQ>HE?OE@AS=HG
@ 4DANA>QEH@EJCAJPN=J?AO=NAOAP>=?G>U=LH=V=KN
forecourt, maintain high visibility and direct, universal
access from the public sidewalk.
e. If a base building provides access to more than one tower or
more than one use within a tower, ensure that the entrance
PKA=?DEO?HA=NHUE@AJPEł=>HA REOE>HA =J@QJERANO=HHU
accessible from the public sidewalk.

Create rhythm
of multiple
secondary
entrances

#ECQNAġOANEAOKBOPNAAPNAH=PA@AJPN=J?AOLNKIKPAEJPAN=?PEKJ>APSAAJPDA>QEH@EJCEJPANEKN
and adjacent public realm.

B 4DAJ=H=NCANPAJ=J?UEOLH=JJA@ @ERE@APDAB=¾=@AEJPK
narrower widths or bays and provide multiple secondary
entrances to animate the street (see 3.1.2 Street Animation).
g. Coordinate the location of building entrances with transit
stops and stations.
Figure 2: Public art and signature architectural features
effectively highlight primary building entrances.

/1&,+)"
4AHH@AOECJA@AJPN=J?AO?NA=PA=J=NNER=HATLANEAJ?A=J@
E@AJPEPUBKNPDAP=HH>QEH@EJC=J@?=JDAHL@AłJAPDAPN=JOEPEKJ
between public and private realms. Typically, the most vibrant
=J@EJPANAOPEJCOPNAAPO=NAHEJA@SEPD=?PERA OPNAAPNAH=PA@QOAO
accessed by a series of entrances from the public sidewalk.

Clear, visible entries and views from building interiors to the
street provide security for building occupants and pedestrians.
Direct, universal access from the public sidewalk to each tower
or use within a tall building, animates the street and encourages
pedestrian activity to occur in the public realm rather than
inside the building.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A

/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO

3.1.1 The Public Realm: Policy 11b | 3.1.2 Built Form: Policy 1b and 1c |

Accessibility Design Guidelines |

1DA#QPQNAKB/AP=EHEJCġ-KHE?U

Toronto Green Standard
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)K?=PAļ>=?GKBDKQOA=?PEREPEAO OQ?D=OHK=@EJC 
OANRE?EJC QPEHEPEAO =J@RADE?HAL=NGEJC QJ@ANCNKQJ@
KNSEPDEJPDA>QEH@EJCI=OO =S=UBNKIPDALQ>HE?
NA=HI=J@LQ>HE?REAS
a. Provide access to site servicing and parking at the rear
of the building, from a lane, if present, or from a shared
driveway, if possible.

C ,NC=JEVA@NKLKBB=NA=OEJPKPDAOE@AKNNA=NKBPDAOEPA
4DAJHK?=PA@=PPDANA=N LNKRE@A@ENA?PREOQ=H=J@LDUOE?=H
pedestrian access to the street frontage.

b. Include new curb cuts, preferably on side streets, only when
there is no alternative means of site access.

D -NKRE@AP=TEOP=J@O=J@>QO@NKLKBB=NA=OKJLNER=PA
property for tall buildings which contain hotels, or
?KIIAN?E=H=J@KBł?AQOAO

? *EJEIEVAPDAATPAJPKBOEPA=NA=@A@E?=PA@PKOANRE?EJC=J@
vehicular access through the use of shared infrastructure
=J@ABł?EAJPH=UKQPO
@ 1DNKQCDH=JAOĠLQ>HE?KNLNER=PA =NAAJ?KQN=CA@PK
IEJEIEVARADE?HAPQNJ=NKQJ@O
A RKE@BNAAOP=J@EJCRADE?HAN=ILO HK=@EJC=NA=O =J@
garbage storage and collection areas or enclosures.

CITY OF TORONTO
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B /A?AOO O?NAAJ =J@IEJEIEVAPDAOEVAKBC=N=CA@KKNO=J@
service openings visible from public streets and public or
LNER=PAKLAJOL=?A2OADECDMQ=HEPU@KKNO=J@łJEODAO
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Figure 1: Site servicing and vehicular access provided within and behind the building.

i. Provide pedestrian and cyclist access to and from parking
=NA=OPD=PEO?HA=NHUREOE>HA SAHHHEP ?KJRAJEAJP =J@A=OEHU
accessible from the street.
F 4DANA>AHKSCN=@AL=NGEJCOPNQ?PQNAO=NALANIEPPA@PK
encroach beyond the front face of the building, provide
uncompacted soil for a minimum 1 metre depth below grade
to support opportunities for tree planting and other soft
landscaping along the building frontage.
G )K?=PARAJPEH=PEKJOD=BPO CN=PAO =J@KPDAN=>KRACNKQJ@
mechanical or site servicing equipment, away from the
public sidewalk (especially the pedestrian clearway) and
public or private open spaces.
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#ECQNAġ0EPAOANRE?EJC=J@RADE?QH=N=??AOOO?NAAJA@SEPDDECDMQ=HEPU=N?DEPA?PQN=H=J@H=J@O?=LABA=PQNAO

H 4DANAEPEOJKPBA=OE>HAPKEJPACN=PAļ>=?GKBDKQOA
activities underground or within the building mass, locate
these activities to limit negative impacts on the safety,
?KIBKNP =J@MQ=HEPUKBPDALQ>HE?NA=HI4DANA=LLNKLNE=PA 
QOADECDMQ=HEPU=N?DEPA?PQN=HAHAIAJPO=J@H=J@O?=LA
design to screen these activities from public view.
I4DAJL=NGEJC?=JJKP>AHK?=PA@QJ@ANCNKQJ@ (due to
>AHKSCN=@APN=JOEPEJBN=OPNQ?PQNA =DECDS=PANP=>HA AP? 
HEJAPDAL=NGEJCOPNQ?PQNASEPD=?PERA CN=@ANAH=PA@QOAOPK
OAL=N=PAPDA=>KRACN=@AL=NGEJCBNKIOPNAAPO=J@LQ>HE?KN
private open spaces (see also 3.1.2 Street Animation).
!AOECJ=>KRACN=@AL=NGEJCOPNQ?PQNAOPK>A?KJOEOPAJPSEPD
the design standards outlined in 3.1 Base Building.

Screen above-grade
parking structures
with active uses in the
base building along
street, park, and open
space frontages

P
P

P

Parking

Active Uses

PL

#ECQNAġ>KRACN=@AL=NGEJCOPNQ?PQNAOHEJA@SEPD=?PERA CN=@ANAH=PA@QOAO

/1&,+)"
Tall buildings accommodate two types of activities at grade:
“front of house” activities, such as retail and landscaping,
and “back of house” activities, such as parking, loading, and
servicing.
“Back of house” activities include, but are not limited to:
• vehicle access, ramps, and parking;
 @NKLKBB=NA=OĢ
• garbage storage and collection;
• loading docks;
• vents, utility meters, transformers, and other site utilities
and servicing infrastructure.

ļ=?GKBDKQOA=?PEREPEAO=NAAOOAJPE=HPKPDAABł?EAJP
BQJ?PEKJEJCKBJAS@ARAHKLIAJP4DAJļ>=?GKBDKQOA
activities are concealed within and behind buildings, it
promotes a safer, more comfortable and attractive public realm
and pedestrian environment.
2OEJCPDA>QEH@EJCKNDECDMQ=HEPU=N?DEPA?PQN=HAHAIAJPO=J@
landscape design to screen vehicular access and site servicing,
also helps mitigate noise, air quality concerns, and unattractive
views within the tall building site and on adjacent streets, public
or private open spaces, and neighbouring properties.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
0PNQ?PQNEJC$NKSPDEJPDA EPUġ-KHE?U?W%A=HPDU+AECD>KQNDKK@Oġ-KHE?U@WNEJCEJCPDA EPU1KCAPDANġ-KHE?U>=J@W
1DA-Q>HE?/A=HIġ-KHE?U>WQEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U=J@=WQEHP#KNI1=HHQEH@EJCOġ-KHE?U=W
1DA+=PQN=H"JRENKJIAJPġ-KHE?U@=J@W0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?U==J@D
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@W$QE@AHEJAOBKNPDA!AOECJ=J@*=J=CAIAJPKBE?U?HA-=NGEJC#=?EHEPEAOWEN@#NEAJ@HU!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@AHEJAO
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-NKRE@ACN=@ANAH=PA@ LQ>HE?=HHU=??AOOE>HAKLAJOL=?ASEPDEJ
PDAP=HH>QEH@EJCOEPAPK?KILHAIAJP ?KJJA?P =J@ATPAJ@PDA
ATEOPEJCJAPSKNGKBLQ>HE?OPNAAPO L=NGO =J@KLAJOL=?A
a. Locate and design publically accessible open space to:
• read as a public place and include features and
LNKCN=IIEJCKLLKNPQJEPEAOPKAJ?KQN=CAUA=NNKQJ@QOAĢ
• provide direct visual and physical connections to
public streets, parks, and open space, including adjacent
pedestrian and cycling routes;
• complement and connect with publically accessible open
space on neighbouring properties, where possible;
• create attractive views and focal points; and
I=TEIEVAO=BAPU ?KIBKNP =J@=IAJEPU EJ?HQ@EJC=??AOO
to sunlight, clear views to and from adjacent streets
=J@>QEH@EJCO QJERANO=H=??AOOE>EHEPU LA@AOPNE=JO?=HA
lighting, four season landscaping, seating, public art, and
protection from wind and inclement weather.

d. Use design elements, such as surface materials,
BQNJEODEJCO H=J@O?=LEJC =J@LA@AOPNE=JO?=HAHECDPEJC
PD=P=NADECDMQ=HEPU BQJ?PEKJ=H QJERANO=HHU=??AOOE>HA =J@
environmentally sustainable.
Courtyard

New Public
Park

Existing
Park

b. On larger sites, use publically accessible open space to
LNKRE@APDNKQCD>HK?GLA@AOPNE=J?KJJA?PEKJO
? !AłJA=J@=JEI=PAPDAA@CAOKBLQ>HE?=HHU=??AOOE>HAKLAJ
OL=?ASEPDSAHHLNKLKNPEKJA@>=OA>QEH@EJCO LANIA=>HA
B=¾=@AO =J@=?PERAQOAO=PCN=@A

Forecourt

Urban
Garden
Landscaped
Setback
Walkway

Plaza

Figure 1: Tall building sites offer a broad range of publically accessible open space
opportunities.

/1&,+)"
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*KOPJASP=HH>QEH@EJC@ARAHKLIAJPOD=RAEILKNP=JPKJOEPA
opportunities to provide publically accessible landscaped open
space (see also 2.1 Building Placement). Although these open
OL=?AO=NAPULE?=HHULNER=PAHUKSJA@=J@I=EJP=EJA@ PDAU
should read as public places and be designed to encourage
UA=NNKQJ@LQ>HE?QOA
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The location of open spaces on a site, along with the type,
OEVA =J@EJPAJ@A@QOAKBPDAOL=?A I=UR=NU@ALAJ@EJCQLKJ
building use, site characteristics, and the range of open spaces
available in the surrounding area. Providing good quality,
publically accessible open space within a tall building site can

DAHLJAS@ARAHKLIAJPłPSEPDEJPDAATEOPEJC?KJPATP=J@EO
particularly important when there is a shortage of public park
space in the surrounding area.
Publically accessible open space should be large enough
=J@ŃATE>HAEJEPO@AOECJPKOQLLKNP=R=NEAPUKBQOAO=J@
programming opportunities. The design should also create a
IE?NK?HEI=PAPD=POQLLKNPOLA@AOPNE=J?KIBKNP >EK@ERANOEPU 
and should meet or exceed public standards for universal
=??AOOE>EHEPU O=BAPU =J@DECDMQ=HEPU=N?DEPA?PQN=H H=J@O?=LA 
and sustainable design.
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)AC=H=CNAAIAJPOBKNKJOEPAL=NGH=J@@A@E?=PEKJKNA=OAIAJPO
on title to secure public access to open space and owner
maintenance responsibilities may be required.
1ULAOKBLQ>HE?=HHU=??AOOE>HAKLAJOL=?AI=UEJ?HQ@Aġ
KQNPU=N@OH=J@O?=LA@KLAJOL=?A HK?=PA@EJPDA?AJPNAKB=
single or consolidated block with no direct street frontage.
#KNA?KQNPOH=J@O?=LA@KLAJOL=?A>APSAAJPDALQ>HE?
sidewalk and the main entrance of a building.
)=J@O?=LA@0AP>=?GOL=?A>APSAAJPDALQ>HE?OE@AS=HG=J@
>QEH@EJCB=?A?D=N=?PANEVA@>UD=N@KNOKBPH=J@O?=LAPNA=PIAJP

Entrances, glazing, and
public uses create a lively
pedestrian environment

Walkway provides
connection through
urban blocks

#ECQNAġJ=?PERA IE@>HK?GS=HGS=U

-H=V=O=JEI=PA@C=PDANEJCLH=?ASEPDLNA@KIEJ=JPHUD=N@
OQNB=?A@H=J@O?=LABA=PQNAOŃ=JGEJC=LQ>HE?OPNAAP
2N>=J$=N@AJOH=J@O?=LA@OL=?A QOQ=HHUKBEJPEI=PA
scale, open to a public street, located and oriented to provide
maximum sunlight during midday.
4=HGS=UOATPANEKNLQ>HE?LA@AOPNE=JNKQPA=POPNAAPHARAH 
usually providing connection through the block. A galleria,
SDAJCH=VA@=J@AJ?HKOA@

Figure 3: An urban garden with amenity for children.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
1DA-Q>HE?/A=HIġ-KHE?U=   =J@
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U>=J@@
QEHP#KNI1=HHQEH@EJCOġ-KHE?UA
3.2.3 Parks and Open Space: Policy 1a, 1c and 1d
1DA+=PQN=H"JRENKJIAJPġ-KHE?UB
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO

#ECQNAġLH=V=SEPDOA=PEJC=J@OD=@A

Toronto Green Standard | Shade Guidelines
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-/&31",-"+0- "

-NKRE@A=N=JCAKBDECDMQ=HEPU ?KIBKNP=>HALNER=PA
=J@OD=NA@KQP@KKN=IAJEPUOL=?APDNKQCDKQPPDAP=HH
>QEH@EJCOEPA
a. Locate and design shared private outdoor amenity space to:
I=TEIEVA=??AOOPKOQJHECDPĢ
IEJEIEVAJKEOA=J@=ENMQ=HEPUEIL=?POBNKIOEPA
servicing, mechanical equipment, etc.;
EJ?HQ@ADECDMQ=HEPU QJERANO=HHU=??AOOE>HA =J@
environmentally sustainable materials, four season
H=J@O?=LEJC OA=PEJC LA@AOPNE=JO?=HAHECDPEJC PNAAO 
shade structures, weather protection, screening, and
programming opportunities, as appropriate.
b. To the greatest extent possible, locate private patios and
C=N@AJOPK=??AOO@ENA?POQJHECDP=J@IEJEIEVAKRANHKKG
from neighbours.
c. Make private balconies large enough to provide usable
KQP@KKNOL=?A OQ?D=OOL=?ABKNOA=PEJCĠOAA=HOK
Balconies).
@ &JNAOE@AJPE=HKNIETA@QOA@ARAHKLIAJPO EJ?HQ@ALH=?AO
BKNLAPO=J@LAPNQJOAEPDAN=PCN=@AKNKJ=OD=NA@NKKBPKL
space.
A &JNAOE@AJPE=HKNIETA@QOA@ARAHKLIAJPO LNKRE@A=??AOO
PKOA?QNAKQP@KKNLH=UOL=?A=J@AMQELIAJPBKNB=IEHU
OEVA@QJEPO4DANALKOOE>HA HK?=PAB=IEHUOEVA@QJEPOSEPD
windows and balconies overlooking outdoor play areas.
B 4DAJNKKBPKLO=NAQOA@BKNKQP@KKN=IAJEPU AJOQNAPD=P
the base of any building mass or tower that faces onto the
space is treated to protect migratory birds and mitigate
LA@AOPNE=JHARAHSEJ@

CITY OF TORONTO
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C 4DANALKOOE>HA HK?=PAEJPANEKN=IAJEPUB=?EHEPEAO=@F=?AJP
to shared outdoor amenity areas and provide windows and
doors for direct physical and visual access between these
spaces.

Figure 1: Tall buildings require
a broad range of private open
spaces to meet the needs of
building occupants.

/1&,+)"
4DAPDANOD=NA@KN=??AOOA@AT?HQOERAHU>UEJ@ERE@Q=H>QEH@EJC
occupants, private open space should meet a broad range of
needs, including those of families with children and pet owners.
Private outdoor amenity space, such as balconies, gardens,
courtyards, roof terraces, and accessible intensive green roofs,
should be comfortable, safe, and designed to accommodate
UA=NNKQJ@QOA

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?UW1DA+=PQN=H"JRENKJIAJPġ-KHE?UBW0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?U>
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@W1KNKJPK$NAAJ/KKBUH=SWEN@#NEAJ@HU!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@AHEJAO
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-NKRE@A?KIBKNP=>HA O=BA =J@=??AOOE>HALA@AOPNE=J=J@?U?HEJC
NKQPAOPDNKQCD=J@=NKQJ@PDAP=HH>QEH@EJCOEPAPK?KJJA?PSEPD
=@F=?AJPNKQPAO OPNAAPO L=NGO KLAJOL=?A =J@KPDANLNEKNEPU
@AOPEJ=PEKJO OQ?D=OPN=JOEP=J@QJ@ANCNKQJ@?KJ?KQNOAO

B U I L D I N G

-"!"01/&++! 6 )&+$ ,++" 1&,+0

= !AOECJKJOEPALA@AOPNE=J=J@?U?HEJC
routes to:
• read as publically accessible
(easements on title to secure
public access may be required);
• be direct, logical, and continuous
PKHEIEPPDAJAA@BKN=@@A@S=U
łJ@EJCIA=OQNAOĢ
EJ?HQ@AH=J@O?=LEJC LA@AOPNE=J
scale lighting, and other amenities
to enhance safety, comfort, and
four season use;
• meet or exceed design standards
for universal accessibility and
safety in the public realm.
> )K?=PAODKNPPANI=J@HKJCPANI>E?U?HAL=NGEJCSEPD@ENA?P
access from the public street and near entrances to tall buildings,
transit, and other pedestrian infrastructure. Design bicycle parking
in accordance with the Toronto Green Standard and Guidelines for the
Design and Management of Bicycle Parking Facilities.

#ECQNAġ KJJA?PEKJO=PCN=@A =O
SAHH=OPDKOA=>KRA=J@>AHKSCN=@A
promote walking, cycling and transit.

/1&,+)"
Tall buildings should be sited and designed to encourage
walking and cycling as viable transportation choices for
>QEH@EJCK??QL=JPO%ECDMQ=HEPULA@AOPNE=J=J@?U?HEJCNKQPAO
ODKQH@>ASAHH?KJJA?PA@SEPDNAH=PA@EJBN=OPNQ?PQNA OQ?D=O
PN=JOEP >E?U?HAH=JAO KJOEPA>E?U?HAL=NGEJC CAJANKQOLQ>HE?
OE@AS=HGO PDA-1% AP? PKNA@Q?A=QPK@ALAJ@AJ?U OQLLKNP
safer and more active streets, and promote a healthier city.

-NKRE@EJC@ENA?P ?KJRAJEAJP O=BA DECDHUREOE>HA =J@
universally accessible connections to the surrounding public
realm is key to promoting walking and cycling.
JAPSKNGKB=>KRA=J@>AHKSCN=@A?KJJA?PEKJOPKHK?=H
destinations can also help tall buildings integrate with the
surrounding context, but should never be at the expense of
CKK@?KJJA?PEKJO=PCN=@APKOQLLKNPRE>N=JPLQ>HE?OPNAAPO=J@
sidewalks.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?Aġ !KSJPKSJġ1DA%A=NPKB1KNKJPKġ-KHE?UWNEJCPDA EPU1KCAPDANġ-KHE?U@=J@W
1DA-Q>HE?/A=HIġ-KHE?U=  W0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?U=
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAOġ1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@W-1%*=OPAN-H=J0PQ@UW1KNKJPK4=HGEJC0PN=PACUW
Guidelines for the Design and Management of Bicycle Parking Facilities
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-2)& /1

-QNOQALQ>HE?=NPKLLKNPQJEPEAO=J@BQJ@EJCOPN=PACEAOKJ
P=HH>QEH@EJCOEPAO KN=@F=?AJPLQ>HE?H=J@O PKAJD=J?APDA
MQ=HEPUKBPDA@ARAHKLIAJP PDALQ>HE?NA=HI =J@PDA?EPU
= 4DANA=LLHE?=>HA LNKRE@A=@AMQ=PA>QEH@EJCOAP>=?GO=J@
space around public art so that it can be properly viewed
and experienced from the public realm.

Figure 1: Public art integrated with landscape elements.

Figure 2: Public art in the form of an independent sculpture.

/1&,+)"
Public art enriches the public realm by making buildings and
open spaces more interesting, engaging, and memorable.
4DAJ?KJOE@ANA@A=NHUEJPDALNKFA?PLH=JJEJCOP=CAO PDAIKOP
impactful locations and opportunities for public art can often be
E@AJPEłA@=J@OA?QNA@
-Q>HE?=NPKLLKNPQJEPEAOKJP=HH>QEH@EJCOEPAOI=UEJ?HQ@Aġ

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

 =?KJ?ALPQ=HBN=IASKNGPKKNC=JEVAKLAJOL=?AOEJ?HQ@EJC
L=NGO LH=V=O OAP>=?GO KNOPNAAPO?=LAOĢ
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,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?UCW-Q>HE?NPġ-KHE?U@=J@A
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
Percent for Public Art Program Guidelines

 =JEJ@ALAJ@AJPO?QHLPQNAKNPSK@EIAJOEKJ=HSKNGPD=P
marks an entryway, corner, feature area, or view terminus;
•

a combination of visual arts with the building elements,
EJ?HQ@EJCB=¾=@AO ?=JKLEAO ŃKKNO HECDPEJC AP?Ģ

•

visual arts combined with landscape design, functional,
and decorative elements of a site, such as water features,
lighting, seating, paving, walls, fences, entrances and exits,
etc.
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3.2
3.3

Base Building
Middle (Tower)
Tower Top
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1DA,Bł?E=H-H=JOP=PAOPD=P=P=HH>QEH@EJCODKQH@?KJOEOPKBPDNAA?=NABQHHU
EJPACN=PA@L=NPOġ=>=OA>QEH@EJC IE@@HA =J@PKL

T A L L
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1))2&)!&+$!"0&$+

1,4"/1,3.3

Tower Top

*&!!)"Ġ1,4"/

3.2.2
3.2.3



#HKKN-H=PA0EVA=J@0D=LA
Tower Placement
Separation Distances
1KSAN,NEAJP=PEKJ=J@NPE?QH=PEKJ
=H?KJEAO
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3.1.2




=OAQEH@EJC%AECDP=J@0?=HA
Street Animation
#ENOP#HKKN%AECDP
#=¾=@ANPE?QH=PEKJ=J@1N=JOL=NAJ?U
-Q>HE?-NER=PA1N=JOEPEKJ
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3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.1.5

Base Building Height and Scale
Street Animation
First Floor Height
Façade Articulation and Transparency
Public-Private Transition
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0"2&)!&+$0 )"+!%"&$%1

!AOECJPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCPKłPD=NIKJEKQOHUSEPDEJPDAATEOPEJC?KJPATPKB
JAECD>KQNEJC>QEH@EJCDAECDPO=PPDAOPNAAP=J@PKNAOLA?PPDAO?=HA=J@
LNKLKNPEKJKB=@F=?AJPOPNAAPO L=NGO =J@LQ>HE?KNLNER=PAKLAJOL=?A
= 4DANAPDANAEO=JATEOPEJC?KJPATPKBOPNAAPS=HH>QEH@EJCO
with consistent height, align the new base building with the
height of the streetwall (see also the height limit in 3.1.1b).

c. On corner sites, vary the height and form of the base
building to respect and respond to the height, scale, and
>QEHPBKNI?D=N=?PANKBPDAATEOPEJC?KJPATPKJ>KPDOPNAAPO

b. In the absence of a consistent streetwall height context,
LNKRE@A=IEJEIQI>=OA>QEH@EJCDAECDP>APSAAJ
IAPNAO=J@KBPDA=@F=?AJPOPNAAPNECDPKBS=USE@PD
Ġ QLPK=HEIEPKBIAPNAO EJDAECDP

@ #KNOEPAOSDANAPDA=@F=?AJP?KJPATPEOHKSANO?=HA=J@
not anticipated to change, provide a transition in the base
>QEH@EJCDAECDP@KSJPKPDAHKSANO?=HAJAECD>KQNO
Match at least a portion of the base immediately adjacent
PKPDAHKSANO?=HA@?KJPATPSEPDPDAO?=HA=J@DAECDPKB
neighbouring buildings.

Additional base building height may be appropriate with a
stepback of at least 3 metres, provided that the total height
@KAOJKPAT?AA@KBPDA=@F=?AJPOPNAAPNECDPKBS=U
SE@PDĠ QLPK=HEIEPKBIAPNAO EJDAECDP
+KPAġIAPNAOAMQ=HO=LLNKTEI=PAHUOPKNAUOBKN=IETA@QOA>QEH@EJCĠ=OOQIEJC
IłNOPŃKKN=J@IBKN=HHKPDANŃKKNO KNOPKNAUOBKN=?KIIAN?E=HKJHU>QEH@EJC

e. For sites including or adjacent to heritage properties, design
the scale and height of the base building to respect and
reinforce the streetwall height established by the historic
context.

Ġ=OOQIEJCIłNOPŃKKN=J@IBKN=HHKPDANŃKKNO 

B 4EPDEJPDAP=HH>QEH@EJCOEPA BN=IALQ>HE?=HHU=??AOOE>HA=J@
OD=NA@ LNER=PAKLAJOL=?AOSEPD=SAHHLNKLKNPEKJA@>=OA
building.

CITY OF TORONTO
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Aligned with scale
and height of
neighbouring
streetwall buildings
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2LPK=HEIEPKBIAPNAO
Figure 1: The height and scale of the base building responds to the scale of neighbouring buildings and the street proportion.
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/1&,+)"
1DANKHAKBPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCEOPKDAHL=P=HH>QEH@EJCłP
harmoniously within the existing or planned streetwall
?KJPATP @AłJAPDAA@CAOKB=@F=?AJPOPNAAPO L=NGO =J@
open space at good proportion, and maintain access to
sunlight and sky view for pedestrians and neighbouring
properties.
>=OA>QEH@EJCPD=PEOIAPNAOKN=NKQJ@OPKNAUO
EJDAECDPCAJAN=HHUłPOSAHHSEPD=HKSANO?=HA?KJPATPPK
effectively frame the public realm.
)EIEPEJCPDADAECDPKBPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCPKKBPDANECDP
KBS=USE@PDLNKRE@AO?KJOEOPAJ?UEJOPNAAPLNKLKNPEKJ
=J@I=EJP=EJO=??AOOPK=PHA=OPDKQNOKBOQJHECDPKJPDA
opposite side of the street at the spring and fall equinoxes.

Figure 2: The height of the base building relates directly to an established streetwall context.

,JSE@ANOPNAAPOĠPKIAPNAOEJSE@PD HEIEPEJCPDA
DAECDPKBPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCPK=I=TEIQIIAPNAO
ĠOPKNAUO AJOQNAOPD=PPDA>=OA@KAOJKPKRANSDAHI
the pedestrian environment, compound tall building
impacts on shadow and sky view, and contribute to a
disproportionate tall building composition, undermining
PDA>AJAłPOKB=?DEAREJC=OHAJ@AN LKEJPPKSANBKNI
Many tall building sites, including corner sites, have
multiple frontages facing streets, parks, and public or
private open space. The scale, height, and form of the base
building may need to vary in order to respond appropriately
PK@EBBANAJ?AOEJ=@F=?AJP>QEH@EJCDAECDP >QEHPBKNI
?D=N=?PAN KLAJOL=?AOEVA =J@OPNAAPSE@PDBKNA=?DB=?EJC
condition.

Figure 3: The base building sets a new streetwall height context at a comfortable pedestrian
scale.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
*=L/ECDPKB4=U4E@PDOOOK?E=PA@SEPD"TEOPEJC*=FKN0PNAAPO
%A=HPDU+AECD>KQNDKK@Oġ-KHE?U=PK?
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U= = ? A B=J@
3.1.3 Built Form – Tall Buildings: Policy 1a and 2c

The appropriate height for base buildings facing small
KLAJOL=?AOSEPDEJ=OEPAEOKBPAJHKSANO?=HAPD=JSD=P
may be appropriate for street frontages. Provide a smooth
transition where a change in base building height, scale,
=J@>QEHPBKNI?D=N=?PANK??QNO

3.2.3 Parks and Open Space: Policy 3
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design
$QE@AHEJAO W0QJ 4EJ@=J@-A@AOPNE=J KIBKNPġ0PQ@UKB
Toronto’s Central Area
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01/""1+&*1&,+

)EJAPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCSEPD=?PERA CN=@ANAH=PA@QOAO
PKLNKIKPA=O=BA=J@=JEI=PA@LQ>HE?NA=HI
= ,JOPNAAPOSEPD=IETA@QOAKN?KIIAN?E=H?D=N=?PAN HEJAPDA
base building with a series of active commercial and retail
QOAO4DANALKOOE>HA @A@E?=PA=PHA=OPKBPDAOPNAAP
frontage to active retail uses.
b. On streets with an exclusively residential character, line the
>=OA>QEH@EJCSEPDCN=@ANAH=PA@NAOE@AJPE=HQJEPOSEPDQO=>HA
front entrances and windows to living spaces facing the street.
? ,JOA?KJ@=NUOPNAAPBNKJP=CAOSDANA=IETA@QOAKN
commercial character is planned, but not yet established,
LNKRE@A=łNOPŃKKNDAECDP=J@ŃATE>EHEPUEJPDA>=OA>QEH@EJC
structure to accommodate transition to active commercial and
NAP=EHQOAOKRANPEIAĠOAA=HOK#ENOP#HKKN%AECDP 
@ RKE@HK?=PEJCLNER=PA EJ@KKN=IAJEPUB=?EHEPEAO=PCN=@A
along primary street frontages. Amenities and bicycle storage
B=?EHEPEAOSEPD=LKOEPERAOPNAAPHARAHLNAOAJ?AI=U>ALANIEPPA@
on a secondary street frontage.
e. Multiple building and storefront entrances, spaced an average
KBIAPNAO=HKJCOPNAAP=J@KLAJOL=?ABNKJP=CAO =NA
encouraged.
B JEI=PAQLLANŃKKNOKB>=OA>QEH@EJCOSEPD=?PERAQOAO=J@
windows overlooking the public realm.
g. In general, limit the width of lobbies and the presence of large
format commercial uses at street level. Consider placing large
BKNI=PQOAOKJQLLANŃKKNOKN>AHKSCN=@A
D 4DANAH=NCAO?=HAOL=?AO=NAJA?AOO=NUKJPDAłNOPŃKKN 
locate them toward the building interior and line them with
active uses along all street and public open space frontages.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

i. In locations where grand lobbies and foyers prevail, such
as the Downtown Financial District, continue their use as a
signature feature.
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Figure 1: Active retail and commercial uses and upper storey windows animate the base
building and provide natural surveillance for the street.

/1&,+)"
?PERA OPNAAPNAH=PA@?KIIAN?E=H=J@NAP=EHQOAO=NAKBPAJ
the most desirable activity generators in the base building,
since the resulting pattern of entrances and display windows
provides multiple points of interaction between the building
interior and adjacent public realm.
KJRANOAHU HK>>EAO H=NCABKNI=P?KIIAN?E=HQOAO LNER=PA
indoor amenities, and guest suites tend to be relatively
unanimated spaces that lack a strong or engaging connection
with pedestrians and do little to improve safety from natural
OQNRAEHH=J?A=J@OPNAAPHARAH=?PEREPU
,JOPNAAPO?D=N=?PANEVA@>U=NAOE@AJPE=H?D=N=?PAN CN=@A
related residential units, such as townhouses, can create a
pleasant and animated base building alternative, broaden the
range of housing choices, and increase the opportunity for
social interaction and natural surveillance.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A: 3.1.1 The Public Realm: Policy 12

/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO

QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U?W1DA#QPQNAKB/AP=EHEJCġ

Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design

-KHE?U=J@

$QE@AHEJAO 

G U I D E L I N E S

= 4DANAPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCEO=@F=?AJPPKHKSNEOANAOE@AJPE=H>QEH@EJCOKNPK=DANEP=CALNKLANPU I=EJP=EJ=@ENA?PNAH=PEKJODEL
>APSAAJPDAłNOPŃKKNDAECDP=J@PDADAECDP=J@O?=HAKBPDAJAECD>KQNEJC>QEH@EJCOĠOAA=OAQEH@EJC0?=HA=J@%AECDP
=J@#=¾=@ANPE?QH=PEKJ=J@1N=JOL=NAJ?U 

Minimum 4.5m first
floor height to create
flexible commercial
and retail space

T A L L

-NKRE@A=IEJEIQIłNOPŃKKNDAECDPKBIAPNAO 
IA=OQNA@ŃKKNPKŃKKNBNKI=RAN=CACN=@A

B U I L D I N G

D E S I G N

#&/01#),,/%"&$%1

#ECQNAġIAPNAłNOPŃKKNDAECDP
gives prominence to the base and
supports active commercial uses.

/1&,+)"
CAJANKQOłNOPŃKKNDAECDPCERAOLNKIEJAJ?APKPDAOPNAAP
level, establishes a clear presence for retail, and increases the
REOE>EHEPU I=NGAP=>EHEPU =J@QPEHEPUKBCNKQJ@ŃKKNOL=?A
IEJEIQIŃKKNPKŃKKNDAECDPKBIAPNAO=HOK
accommodates the vertical clearance required for loading
spaces and truck maneuvering within the rear of the building,
which is essential to the viability of retail and many other
commercial activities.

4DANA=LLNKLNE=PA P=HHANłNOPŃKKNDAECDPOBKNCN=@ANAH=PA@
residential units are encouraged to provide continuity in
PDA>=OA>QEH@EJC=J@PKLANIEP=@=LP=>EHEPU=J@HKJCPANI
ŃATE>EHEPU EJ?HQ@EJCLKOOE>HABQPQNA?KJRANOEKJPKNAP=EHKN
commercial use.
1DAŃKKNPKŃKKNDAECDPOKB=@F=?AJPDANEP=CALNKLANPEAO
KNHKSANO?=HA>QEH@EJCOPD=P=NAJKP=JPE?EL=PA@PK?D=JCA 
ODKQH@>ANAŃA?PA@EJPDA@AOECJ=J@=NPE?QH=PEKJKBPDA>=OA
>QEH@EJCPKLNKIKPAEJPACN=PEKJ=J@łPSEPDPDA?KJPATP

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A: 1DA#QPQNAKB/AP=EHEJCġ-KHE?U
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NPE?QH=PAPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCSEPDDECDMQ=HEPUI=PANE=HO=J@@AOECJAHAIAJPO
PD=PłPSEPDJAECD>KQNEJC>QEH@EJCO=J@?KJPNE>QPAPK=LA@AOPNE=JO?=HA
-NKRE@A?HA=N QJK>OPNQ?PA@REASOEJPK=J@KQPBNKICNKQJ@ŃKKNQOAOB=?EJC
PDALQ>HE?NA=HI
a. Provide architectural expression and design elements,
such as cornice lines, window bays, entrances, canopies,
building materials, and fenestration, in a pattern, scale,
and proportion that relate to neighbouring buildings and
engages pedestrians.
b. Place building entrances and transparent windows on all
façades facing streets, parks, and open space. Design the
łNOPIAPNAOKBPDAB=¾=@AEJ=??KN@=J?ASEPDEN@
Friendly best practices found in the Toronto Green Standard.
? #KN=?PERA?KIIAN?E=H=J@NAP=EHQOAO=PCN=@A EJ?HQ@A
PN=JOL=NAJPCH=VEJCIAPNAO=>KRACN=@A=J@=PHA=OP
metres in height, for 60% or more of the frontage.
d. Avoid blank walls, but if necessary, articulate them with
PDAO=IAI=PANE=HO NDUPDI =J@DECDMQ=HEPU@AOECJ=OPDA
more active and animated frontages.

CITY OF TORONTO
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Maintain high
degree of visual and
physical access at
street level
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A HKJCIETA@QOA=J@?KIIAN?E=HOPNAAPBNKJP=CAO =RKE@
HK?=PEJC>=H?KJEAOĠLNKFA?PEJCKNEJOAP SEPDEJPDAłNOP
metres (3 storeys) of the base building. Between 3 and 6
storeys, inset balconies behind the streetwall.
B 2OADECDMQ=HEPU @QN=>HAI=PANE=HO =J=LLNKLNE=PAR=NEAPU
in texture, and carefully crafted details to achieve visual
interest and longevity for the façade. Environmentally
sustainable materials and construction methods are
encouraged.
g. Use opaque or translucent overhangs and canopies to
NA@Q?AOKH=NC=EJSEPDEJPDA>QEH@EJC DAHLIQPANAŃA?PEKJO
KJCH=VEJC =J@IEJEIEVAHECDPPNAOL=OOBNKIPDA>QEH@EJC
interior.

Multiple entries and
transparent glazing are
encouraged to support
active, street-related
commercial uses

Figure 1: A high degree of visual
and physical access supports retail
and promotes a vibrant and safe
public realm.
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#ECQNAġSAHHLNKLKNPEKJA@>=OA>QEH@EJC =NPE?QH=PA@SEPD
DECDMQ=HEPUI=PANE=HO=J@=N?DEPA?PQN=H@AP=EHEJC łPOSEPDPDA
rhythm of the existing streetwall context and contributes to a
LA@AOPNE=JO?=HAOPNAAPBNKJP=CA

Pedestrian-scaled treatments
of building mass, materials,
texture and composition

/1&,+)"
The building façade should provide architectural expression that
relates to its surroundings and include materials and elements
that can be viewed and appreciated at the speed and proximity
of pedestrians.
Although the articulation and transparency of all faces of a
base building are important, those fronting streets, parks, and
open space are most critical. At street level, a series of clear
and unobstructed views both into and out of buildings enriches
the urban experience for pedestrians and building occupants
alike. Transparency in the building façade adds visual interest,
contributes to a sense of liveliness on the street, and improves
safety through natural surveillance.

A high degree of visual and physical connection, including
multiple entrances and “storefront” windows, supports active,
OPNAAPNAH=PA@?KIIAN?E=H=J@NAP=EHQOAOPPAILPEJCPK
obscure these views (e.g. through the use of postering, paint,
ODAHREJC KNJKJPN=JOL=NAJPCH=OO ?NA=PAO=JQJEJREPEJC
pedestrian realm and is strongly discouraged.
Transparency in the façade, especially at street level, is very
important to livability, but must be balanced with requirements
for environmental sustainability, including design measures for
AJANCUABł?EAJ?U ABBA?PERAHECDPEJC >EN@BNEAJ@HU>AOPLN=?PE?A 
and the use of sustainable materials and construction methods.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U?=J@>W1DA#QPQNAKB/AP=EHEJCġ-KHE?UW0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?UB=J@C
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO:
Toronto Green Standard

|

Bird Friendly Development Guidelines |

Accessibility Design Guidelines
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!AOECJPDA>=OA>QEH@EJC=J@=@F=?AJPOAP>=?GPKLNKIKPA
=J=LLNKLNE=PAHARAHKBREOQ=H=J@LDUOE?=H=??AOO=J@
KRANHKKGNAŃA?PEJCPDAJ=PQNAKB>QEH@EJCQOA=PCN=@A
a. For all public entrances, such
as entries to commercial uses
or shared lobbies (public and
private), provide direct, universal
=??AOO ŃQODSEPDPDALQ>HE?
sidewalk.
b. For private entrances to ground
ŃKKNNAOE@AJPE=HQJEPO LNKRE@A
grade separation (up to 0.9
metres) and distance separation
(3 metres minimum from the
front property line, or greater
where required by the existing
?KJPATPKN7KJEJCUH=S 

Provide direct,
universal access
from the public
sidewalk to
commercial uses
and shared
entrances

Provide a landscaped setback and small grade
change as transition from the public sidewalk to
private residential units

#ECQNAġ1NA=PIAJPKBPDAPN=JOEPEKJOL=?A>APSAAJPDALQ>HE?OE@AS=HG=J@>QEH@EJCEJPANEKNNAŃA?POPDA@EBBANEJCJAA@OBKN=??AOO
and privacy between residential and commercial frontages.

? 4DANAPDANAEO=?D=JCAEJCN=@A=HKJC=OPNAAPKNKLAJOL=?ABNKJP=CA I=EJP=EJ=?KJOEOPAJPCN=@ANAH=PEKJODEL>APSAAJPDA
LQ>HE?OE@AS=HG=J@CNKQJ@ŃKKNRKE@PDAQOAKBH=NCANAP=EJEJCS=HHO=J@ATPANEKNOP=EN?=OAO
d. Filter and screen views into private dwelling units with soft landscaping, but ensure views to streets and open space are
maintained for natural surveillance.

/1&,+)"
There are a variety of design approaches to treat the
transition space between the public realm and the public or
private interior of the base building.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

4DANAOD=NA@AJPN=J?AOKN=?PERA OPNAAPNAH=PA@QOAO OQ?D
=ONAP=EH =NALNAOAJP EJPAN=?PEKJ>APSAAJPDACNKQJ@ŃKKN
and public sidewalk should be promoted by providing paved
surfaces with direct, universal access to the building interior.
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In cases where there are townhouses or other private uses
at street level, grade separation and a landscaped setback,
D=N@KNOKBP =NAEILKNP=JPPK@AłJA=HARAHKBLNER=?UBKN
the building interior, while maintaining views out to improve
safety in the public realm.

Figure 2: A small change in grade and soft landscaping enhances privacy, while maintaining
views out from residential uses at grade.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A: QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U>
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3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5

Floor Plate Size and Shape
Tower Placement
Separation Distances
Tower Orientation and Articulation
Balconies
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)EIEPPDAPKSANŃKKNLH=PAPKOMQ=NAIAPNAO
KNHAOOLANŃKKN EJ?HQ@EJC=HH>QEHP=NA=SEPDEJ
PDA>QEH@EJC >QPAT?HQ@EJC>=H?KJEAO
= ,NC=JEVA HK?=PA =J@=NPE?QH=PAPDAPKSANŃKKNLH=PAPKġ
IEJEIEVAOD=@KSEIL=?PO=J@JAC=PERASEJ@?KJ@EPEKJOKJ
surrounding streets, parks, open space, and properties;
IEJEIEVAHKOOKBOGUREASBNKIPDALQ>HE?NA=HIĢ
• allow for the passage of natural light into interior spaces (e.g.
OD=HHKSN=PDANPD=J@AALŃKKNLH=JO Ģ
• create architectural interest and visually diminish the overall
scale of the building mass; and
 LNAOAJP=JAHAC=JPLNKłHABKNPDAOGUHEJA
b. Provide greater tower separation, setbacks, and stepbacks
LNKLKNPEKJ=PAPKEJ?NA=OAOEJPKSANŃKKNLH=PAOEVAKNDAECDPPK
IEPEC=PANAOQHP=JPSEJ@ OD=@KS =J@OGUREASEIL=?POĠOAA
Sunlight and Sky View and 3.2.3 Separation Distances).

/1&,+)"
1DAOEVA=J@OD=LAKBPDAPKSANŃKKNLH=PASKNGOPKCAPDANSEPD
the height and placement of the tower to determine the overall
PDNAA@EIAJOEKJ=HI=OOEJCKB=P=HH>QEH@EJC=J@PDAREOQ=H=J@
physical impact it poses on surrounding streets, parks, open
OL=?A =J@LNKLANPEAO1KSANŃKKNLH=PAOEVAEJ?HQ@AO=HH>QEHP
area within the building, measured from the exterior of the main
S=HHO=PA=?DŃKKN=>KRAPDA>=OA>QEH@EJC AT?HQ@EJC>=H?KJEAO

CITY OF TORONTO
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4DAJ=@AMQ=PAHUOAL=N=PA@ OHAJ@AN LKEJPBKNIPKSANOSEPD
?KIL=?PŃKKNLH=PAO?=OPOI=HHAN B=OPANIKREJCOD=@KSO 
improve access to sky view, permit better views between
buildings and through sites, and contribute to a more attractive
OGUHEJA1KSANOSEPDOI=HHANŃKKNLH=PAO?=J=HOKI=GAEJPANEKN
?HEI=PA?KJPNKHIKNAAJANCUABł?EAJP=J@EJ?NA=OA@=UHECDPEJC
within the building – an important contributor to sustainability,
residential liveability, and workplace productivity.
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1DAPKSANŃKKNLH=PAOEVA=J@OD=LAODKQH@>A@APANIEJA@
together with the site dimensions and required tower separation
@EOP=J?AO OAP>=?GO =J@OPAL>=?GOŃKKNLH=PAOI=HHANPD=J
OMQ=NAIAPNAOI=U>AJA?AOO=NUPK=?DEARA=@AMQ=PA
tower setbacks and spacing on a site (see 3.2.3 Separation
Distances).

#ECQNAġ1DAI=TEIQIŃKKNLH=PAOEVA

Floor Plate
750m2

KBOMIEJ?HQ@AO=HH>QEHP=NA=O 
OQ?D=O@SAHHEJCQJEPO KBł?AO EJ@KKN
amenity facilities, elevator cores, storage
spaces, stairwells, hallways, etc., but
excludes inset or projecting balconies.

,J=OEPAOLA?Eł?>=OEOSDANA=@AMQ=PAPKSANOAL=N=PEKJ 
OAP>=?GO =J@OPAL>=?GO=NA=?DEARA@ ŃATE>EHEPUEJPDA
I=TEIQIŃKKNLH=PAOEVAI=U>A?KJOE@ANA@BKNPDAPKSAN KN=
portion thereof:
 PKI=GAPDAEJPANEKNH=UKQPKBJKJNAOE@AJPE=HQOAO OQ?D
=O?KIIAN?E=HKJHU>QEH@EJCO ?KIIAN?E=HKJHUŃKKNOKB
IETA@QOA>QEH@EJCO EJOPEPQPEKJ=H>QEH@EJCO =J@DKPAHO 
economically viable; or
• to accommodate modest increases from additional servicing
and structural requirements for very tall buildings (e.g.
NAOE@AJPE=HKNIETA@QOA>QEH@EJCOCNA=PANPD=JPK
storeys).
JUEJ?NA=OAOEJPKSANŃKKNLH=PAOEVANAMQENAPD=PAT?ALPEKJ=H
design attention be given to the shape and articulation of the
tower to diminish the overall scale and impact of the building
mass. Greater tower separation, setbacks, and stepbacks
LNKLKNPEKJ=PAPKEJ?NA=OAOEJ>QEH@EJCOEVA=NA=HOKABBA?PERA
strategies to mitigate resultant wind, shadow, and sky view
impacts on surrounding streets, parks, open space, and
properties.
,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U@ A B=J@
QEHP#KNI1=HHQEH@EJCOġ-KHE?U>W-=NGO=J@
Open Space: Policy 3

a. Coordinate tower placement with other towers on the same
>HK?G=J@=@F=?AJP>HK?GOPKI=TEIEVA=??AOOPKOQJHECDP
and sky view for surrounding streets, parks, open space,
=J@LNKLANPEAOĠOAA0QJHECDP=J@0GU3EAS=J@
Separation Distances).
b. Step back the tower, including balconies, 3 metres or
greater from the face of the base building, along all street,
park, and open space frontages (including publically
accessible or private shared open space and rooftop amenity
within the site).

D E S I G N

G U I D E L I N E S

c. Tower stepbacks greater than 3 metres are encouraged
=J@I=U>ANAMQENA@BKNP=HH>QEH@EJCOPKłPD=NIKJEKQOHU
within an existing context, including sites that contain or are
adjacent to heritage properties.

B U I L D I N G

-H=?APKSANO=S=UBNKIOPNAAPO L=NGO KLAJOL=?A =J@JAECD>KQNEJCLNKLANPEAO
PKNA@Q?AREOQ=H=J@LDUOE?=HEIL=?POKBPDAPKSAN=J@=HHKSPDA>=OA>QEH@EJCPK
>APDALNEI=NU@AłJEJCAHAIAJPBKNPDAOEPA=J@=@F=?AJPLQ>HE?NA=HI

T A L L

1,4"/-) "*"+1

d. As an option within the stepback, up to one third of a
point tower frontage along a street or open space may
extend straight down to the ground. At these locations,
provide permanent building features, such as canopies and
KRAND=JCO PKDAHLIEPEC=PALA@AOPNE=JHARAHSEJ@

3m or greater

Up to one-third of
point tower frontage
within the step back
may extend to grade
3m or greater tower
step back from
base building
(includes balconies)

up to 1/3 point
tower frontage
within step
back may
extend to grade
3m or greater

Figure 1: The tower frontage, including balconies,
steps back at least 3 metres from the base building. As
an option, up to one third of the point tower frontage
within the stepback extends to the ground.

/1&,+)"
Towers that meet the ground directly can generate
uncomfortable wind conditions, establish an overwhelming
street proportion, and create an oppressive sense of pedestrian
scale. Setting the tower back at least 3 metres and more where
LKOOE>HA NAEJBKN?AOPDA>=OA>QEH@EJC=OPDA@AłJEJCAHAIAJP
for the public realm, enhances pedestrian comfort by absorbing
downward wind shear, and limits the visual impact of the tower
at grade. Generous tower stepbacks, substantially greater
than 3 metres, as well as coordination of tower placement
with the location of other tall buildings, may also improve
wind conditions and access to sunlight and sky view in the
surrounding area.
#KNPDALQNLKOAKB@AOECJŃATE>EHEPU LNKRE@EJCREOE>HAPKSAN
address, and integrating components of a tall building (i.e. base

building, tower, top), up to one third of a point tower frontage
within the stepback, may extend down through the base
>QEH@EJCPKPDACNKQJ@&JPDA?=OAKBH=NCANKNAHKJC=PA@ŃKKN
plates, a threshold below one third may apply. At locations
where towers extend to the ground, permanent features to
IEPEC=PALA@AOPNE=JHARAHSEJ@=NAAOOAJPE=H
,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A%A=HPDU+AECD>KQNDKK@Oġ

Policy 2a to c | QEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U= A=J@W
QEHP#KNI1=HHQEH@EJCOġ-KHE?U>W-=NGO=J@,LAJ
Space: Policy 3
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design
$QE@AHEJAO W0QJ 4EJ@=J@-A@AOPNE=J KIBKNPġ0PQ@UKB
Toronto’s Central Area
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0AP>=?GP=HH>QEH@EJCPKSANOIAPNAOKNCNA=PANBNKIPDAOE@A=J@NA=N
LNKLANPUHEJAOKN?AJPNAHEJAKB=J=>QPPEJCH=JA
-NKRE@A OAL=N=PEKJ@EOP=J?A>APSAAJPKSANOKJPDAO=IAOEPAKBIAPNAO
KNCNA=PAN IA=OQNA@BNKIPDAATPANEKNS=HHKBPDA>QEH@EJCO AT?HQ@EJC
>=H?KJEAO
= 4DANAPDAATEOPEJC?KJPATPEO?D=N=?PANEVA@>UPKSAN
OAL=N=PEKJ@EOP=J?AOCNA=PANPD=JIAPNAO LNKRE@APKSAN
setbacks and separation distances in keeping with the more
generous spacing established by the context (see Figure 3).
25m or greater*

> 4DANAP=HHAN>QEH@EJCOKNH=NCANPKSANŃKKNLH=PAO=NA
LNKLKOA@ĠOAA=HOK#HKKN-H=PA0EVA=J@0D=LA LNKRE@A
greater setbacks and separation distances proportionate to
EJ?NA=OAOEJ>QEH@EJCOEVA=J@DAECDPĠOAA#ECQNA #KNH=NCAN
ŃKKNLH=PAO QOAPDASE@AOP@EIAJOEKJKBPDAPKSANŃKKN
plate as a guide to determine adequate tower setbacks and
OAL=N=PEKJĠOAA#ECQNA 
c. Sites that cannot provide the minimum tower setbacks and
stepbacks, as required above and in 3.2.2 Tower Placement,
may not be appropriate for tall buildings (see Implementation
KB1KSAN0AL=N=PEKJ!EOP=J?AOġ0I=HH0EPAOKJL=CA 

*greater than 25 metres, particularly when dictated by Zoning By-law or the existing or planned context.

Figure 1: Minimum tower separation distance measured from building face to building face.

d. Sites that cannot provide the minimum tower separation
@EOP=J?AKBIAPNAOKNCNA=PANEJNAH=PEKJPKPDA?KJPATP=O
outlined in 3.2.3a., may not be appropriate for multiple towers.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

e. Coordinate tower setbacks and separation distances with other
PKSANOKJPDAO=IA>HK?G=J@=@F=?AJP>HK?GOPKI=TEIEVA
access to sunlight and sky view for surrounding streets, parks,
KLAJOL=?A =J@LNKLANPEAOĠOAA0QJHECDP=J@0GU3EAS
and 3.2.2 Tower Placement).
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B 4DANALKOOE>HA =LLHU?NA=PERAOKHQPEKJO OQ?D=OKBBOAP
PKSANOREASO JKJL=N=HHAHS=HHO P=LANEJCKN?QNRA@PKSAN
forms, to increase actual or perceived tower separation
distances, provided that access to sky view is maintained and
=@RANOASEJ@=J@OD=@KS?KJ@EPEKJO=NAIEJEIEVA@

greater than
25 m

25 m

25 m

Figure 2: Minimum tower separation distance increases with building height.
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/1&,+)"
Adequate tower separation distances from property lines and
from other towers is a critical aspect of tall building design.
1DALH=?AIAJPKBPKSANOODKQH@IEJEIEVAJAC=PERAEIL=?POKJ
the public realm and neighbouring properties, such as adverse
OD=@KSEJC LA@AOPNE=JHARAHSEJ@ =J@>HK?G=CAKBOGUREAS 
=J@ODKQH@I=TEIEVAPDAAJRENKJIAJP=HMQ=HEPUKB>QEH@EJC
interiors, including daylighting, natural ventilation, and privacy
for building occupants.
0AL=N=PEKJ@EOP=J?AOCNA=PANPD=JPDAIAPNAO=NAKBPAJ
JA?AOO=NUPKAJOQNA=P=HH>QEH@EJCłPOD=NIKJEKQOHUSEPDEJ=J
existing or planned context.

Minimum
Separation Distance
Equal to Widest
Dimension of
Tower Floor Plate

X

X
#ECQNAġ*EJEIQIPKSANOAL=N=PEKJ@EOP=J?ALNKLKNPEKJ=PAPKŃKKNLH=PAOEVA IA=OQNA@
from building face to building face.

The minimum separation distances are established to ensure
tall buildings achieve the following objectives for the protection
of sky view, privacy, and daylighting:
0GU3EAS:
The ability to retain adequate sky view in between building
masses is essential to maintain the character, usability,
and quality of streets, parks, open space, and neighbouring
properties. Lack of sky view can also negatively affect the
microclimate and sense of pedestrian scale at grade.
-NER=?Uġ
Privacy objectives, particularly for residential units, are achieved
when tower orientation, appropriate facing distances, and
setbacks combine to mitigate overlook between the windows or
balconies of one building and those of another.
!=UHECDPEJC:
Access to natural light in the building interior is an important
component of residential liveability, workplace productivity, and
sustainable building practice. An adequate level of daylighting
is achieved for residential buildings when natural light reaches
the main living space for part of the day. Tall buildings with
OI=HHŃKKNLH=PAO=J@=@AMQ=PAOAL=N=PEKJLNKRE@AAJD=J?A@
opportunity for daylighting.
Continued on next page...
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#ECQNAġ@AMQ=PAIEJEIQI
tower separation distances,
measured from closest building

T A L L

Adequate minimum separation
distance between buildings
(25m or greater) promotes
privacy, daylighting and at-grade
access to sunlight and sky view

face to building face, protect
access to sunlight and sky view
for the surrounding public realm
and neighbouring properties, and
improve privacy and daylighting
within tall buildings.

AVOID

Towers with inadequate
minimum separation distance
(less than 25m)

Variation in tower
stepbacks and orientation
increase perceived and
actual separation distance

/1&,+)"?KJP
4DANA=JASP=HH>QEH@EJCEOLNKLKOA@=@F=?AJPPK=JATEOPEJC
tall building or a potential tall building development site,
matters of sunlight, sky view, privacy, and daylighting become
even more critical since the cumulative effect of a cluster of
towers on a street, park, open space, or in relation to each
other and neighbours can amplify quality of life concerns for
both the public and private realms. Even if tall buildings in close
proximity to other tall buildings meet the minimum required
separation distances, setbacks, and stepbacks, towers should
be further shaped, placed, and articulated to increase the actual
and perceived distances between adjacent building elevations.
Since tall building development is typically evaluated on a
OEPA>UOEPA>=OEO EPEOEILKNP=JPPKQJ@ANOP=J@PDA?QIQH=PERA

effect of the proposed tall building within the context of other
tall buildings (see also 1.1 Context Analysis). One test for the
appropriateness of proposed tower setbacks and separation
distances is to replicate the proposal on adjacent sites or
blocks. The cumulative effect should result in acceptable
outcomes for shadowing, access to sky view, privacy, and
@=UHECDPEJCĠOAA=HOK0QJHECDP=J@0GU3EAS 
If towers are permitted to locate too close to side or rear
LNKLANPUHEJAO PDANAOQHPEO=ļłNOPPKPDALKOP@ARAHKLIAJP
scenario, whereby the need to provide access to sunlight, sky
view, privacy, and daylighting, may restrict adjacent sites from
developing in a similar manner.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
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/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
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Mid-Block Site
without Laneway
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Corner Site
without Laneway

12.5m or greater

Base

12.5m or greater

Base

12.5m or greater
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12.5m or greater

3m or greater

12.5m or greater
3m or greater
street

street

Mid-Block Site
with Laneway

laneway

CL
12.5m or greater

laneway

CL
12.5m or greater

Base

Base

12.5m or greater

Corner Site
with Laneway

12.5m or greater
3m or greater
street

12.5m or greater

3m or greater

street

Figure 6: Conceptual "small sites" showing recommended minimum tower stepbacks from the base building and setbacks from side and rear property lines or centre line of an abutting lane.

The construction of tall buildings on sites that are too small
to accommodate the minimum tower setbacks and stepbacks
results in negative impacts on the quality of the public realm,
neighbouring properties, the living and working conditions for
building occupants, and the overall liveability of the City.
If tall buildings are constructed too close together negative
impacts may include:
• excessive shadowing of surrounding streets, parks, open
space, and properties;
• diminished sky views for pedestrians;
• heightened street level wind effects;
• loss of privacy for residents; and
• limited interior daylighting.
As noted, when towers are constructed too close to property
lines, development of one site may restrict adjacent sites from
developing in a similar manner.

0I=HHOEPAO=HOKD=RACNA=PAN@EBł?QHPUEJLNKRE@EJCNAMQENA@
amounts of underground parking as minimum lot depths are
JA?AOO=NUPK=?DEARAOAP>=?GO=J@PK=HHKSBKNPULE?=H>AHKS
grade parking layouts, including ramps and access. Street level
faç=@AO=J@LA@AOPNE=J=?PEREPEAO=NA?KILNKIEOA@SDAJ=>KRA
grade parking garages are introduced on sites with inadequate
?KJ@EPEKJOBKN>AHKSCN=@AL=NGEJCPKATEOP
Appropriate minimum dimensions for a proposed tall building
site may be determined by applying the recommended
IEJEIQIPKSANOAP>=?GO=J@OPAL>=?GOĠOAAłCQNA =J@
AR=HQ=PEJCPDANAOQHP=JPŃKKNLH=PAOEVA&BEPEOJKPBA=OE>HAPK
construct a tower on a site after applying these setbacks and
stepbacks, the site may be too small for a tall building. In
some cases, it may be possible to assemble several smaller
properties to allow tall building development to proceed, but in
other cases, the small site may only be able to accommodate a
HKSANO?=HA>QEH@EJCBKNI OQ?D=O=IE@NEOA>QEH@EJC
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,NC=JEVA=J@=NPE?QH=PAP=HH>QEH@EJCPKSANOPKLNKIKPA@AOECJ
AT?AHHAJ?A EJJKR=PEKJ =J@OQOP=EJ=>EHEPU

a. Orient towers to improve building energy performance,
natural ventilation, and daylighting, provided that access
to sky view is maintained and adverse wind and shadow
EIL=?PO=NAIEJEIEVA@ĠOAA=HOK0QJHECDP=J@0GU3EAS 
#HKKN-H=PA0EVA=J@0D=LA 1KSAN-H=?AIAJP 
and 3.2.3 Separation Distances).
b. Vary the design and articulation of each tower façade to
NAOLKJ@PK?D=JCAOEJOKH=NKNEAJP=PEKJ4DANA=LLNKLNE=PA 
=@FQOPEJPANJ=HH=UKQPO CH=VEJCN=PEKO >=H?KJULH=?AIAJP 
fenestration, and other aspects of the tower design to
manage passive solar gain and improve building energy
LANBKNI=J?AĠOAA=HOK1KSAN=H?KJEAO 
c. Variation in the design and articulation of each tower façade
is encouraged to provide visual interest and to respond to
design opportunities and differing facing conditions within
PDA=@F=?AJP?KJPATPĠOAA=HOK-NKIEJAJP0EPAO=J@
Views from the Public Realm).
@ 4DANALKOOE>HA EJ?HQ@AKLAN=>HASEJ@KSOPKLNKRE@A
natural ventilation and help reduce mechanical heating and
cooling requirements.

#ECQNAġSAHH=NPE?QH=PA@PKSANLNKRE@AOREOQ=HEJPANAOP=J@=R=NEAPUKB>=H?KJU
opportunities with good solar orientation.

A 4DAJIQHPELHAPKSANO=NALNKLKOA@ OP=CCANPDAPKSAN
heights to create visual interest within the skyline, mitigate
wind, and improve access to sunlight and sky view. In
CAJAN=H R=NE=PEKJKBOPKNAUOKNIKNALNKRE@AO=@EBBANAJ?A
in height that can be perceived at street level.
B 4DANALKOOE>HA LNKRE@AEJPANJ=HŃATE>EHEPUSEPDEJPDAPKSAN
PK=??KIIK@=PA?D=JCEJCŃKKNH=UKQPO=J@QOAOKRANPEIA
&JNAOE@AJPE=H=J@IETA@QOA>QEH@EJCO PDAEJ?HQOEKJKB
ğ>NA=GKQPğL=JAHOKNKPDANNAHAR=JP?KJOPNQ?PEKJPA?DJEMQAO
are encouraged to allow residential units to be converted or
combined to meet changing occupancy requirements.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

CNPE?QH=PAP=HH>QEH@EJCPKSANOSEPDDECDMQ=HEPU OQOP=EJ=>HA
I=PANE=HO=J@łJEODAOPKLNKIKPA@AOECJAT?AHHAJ?A 
innovation and building longevity.
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Figure 2: A "sustainable" façade design, including operable windows for natural ventilation
=J@BAJAOPN=PEKJPKOD=@ADECDLANBKNI=J?ACH=VEJC
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/1&,+)"
&J=@@EPEKJPKPKSANŃKKNLH=PAOEVA OD=LA LH=?AIAJP =J@
separation, the orientation and articulation of the tower is
critical to the overall perception of the three dimensional
massing of the tall building, the physical impact on adjacent
areas, and the visual impact upon the skyline. Designs which
reduce the appearance of the overall tower bulk and present a
slender, point tower form in the skyline are encouraged (see
=HOK1KSAN#HKKN-H=PA0EVA=J@0D=LA 
Orienting and articulating the tower in relation to the
seasonal paths of the sun across the sky, combined with the
arrangement of internal spaces, can greatly improve natural
@=UHECDPEJC HERA=>EHEPU =J@AJANCUABł?EAJ?U&PEOEILKNP=JP
to balance design decisions based on building performance
K>FA?PERAOSEPDI=EJP=EJEJCOGUREAS=J@IEJEIEVEJC=@RANOA
wind and shadow impacts on the public realm and surrounding
properties.
The tower portion of a tall building is often the most visible
and the most resource intensive part of the development. The
LNKREOEKJKBEJPANJ=HŃATE>EHEPU=J@PDAEJ?HQOEKJKBKLAN=>HA
SEJ@KSO OQJOD=@AO =J@KPDANDECDMQ=HEPU OQOP=EJ=>HA
I=PANE=HO łJEODAO =J@?KJOPNQ?PEKJIAPDK@OBKOPAN>QEH@EJC
sustainability and longevity.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
3.1.3 Built Form – Tall Buildings: Policy 1b
3.2.3 Parks and Open Space: Policy 3
1DA+=PQN=H"JRENKJIAJPġ-KHE?UA=J@
0QLLKNPEJCPDA#KQJ@=PEKJOKB KILAPEPERAJAOOġ-KHE?U?
0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?U? B=J@C
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@WEN@#NEAJ@HU!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@AHEJAO
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!AOECJ>=H?KJEAOPKI=TEIEVAQO=>EHEPU ?KIBKNP =J@>QEH@EJCLANBKNI=J?A 
SDEHAIEJEIEVEJCJAC=PERAEIL=?POKJPDA>QEH@EJCI=OO LQ>HE?NA=HI =J@
J=PQN=HAJRENKJIAJP
a. Avoid balcony arrangements that
OECJEł?=JPHUEJ?NA=OAPDALDUOE?=H
and apparent visual building mass.
4N=L=NKQJ@>=H?KJEAO=NACAJAN=HHU
discouraged, but if included may
NAMQENA=OI=HHANPKSANŃKKNLH=PAKN
greater tower separation distances
to offset the impacts on shadow, sky
view, privacy, and daylighting caused
by adding to the building mass (see
#HKKN-H=PA0EVA=J@0D=LA 

Shade from balconies
help reduce solar gain
and sun penetration in
the summer months

Sun penetration
and solar gain is
maximized in
winter when sun is
low in the horizon

summer

winter

b. Design balconies to meet
sustainability objectives, including
Figure 1: The effective design and placement of balconies can help manage sun penetration and passive solor gain.
PDAQOAKBOAL=N=PA@ŃKKNOH=>O
PKIEJEIEVADA=PHKOOBNKIPDANI=H>NE@CEJC HAOOPN=JOL=NAJPI=PANE=HOPKNA@Q?A>EN@OPNEGAO=J@IEPEC=PAHECDPPNAOL=OO =J@
arrangements and materials that control sunlight penetration passive heat gain.
c. Design residential balconies to be an extension of interior living space and consider the following:
>=H?KJEAOCNA=PANPD=JIAPNAOEJ@ALPD=J@NA?P=JCQH=NEJOD=LA=NACAJAN=HHULNABANNA@BKN@EJEJC=J@OA=PEJCĢ=J@
EJOAPKNL=NPE=HHUEJOAP>=H?KJU=NN=JCAIAJPOI=UKBBANCNA=PANLNER=?U=J@>AIKNA?KIBKNP=>HA L=NPE?QH=NHUKJQLLANŃKKNO
ĠOAA=HOK-NER=PA,LAJ0L=?A 

/1&,+)"
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Balconies are often included, particularly in residential and
IETA@QOAP=HH>QEH@EJCO PKLNKRE@ALNER=PAKLAJOL=?A=IAJEPU
4DEHA>=H?KJEAO?KJPNE>QPAEILKNP=JPKQP@KKNOL=?A PDAEN
placement and design can have a major impact on the real and
LAN?AERA@>QHGKB=P=HH>QEH@EJC4DAJ>=H?KJEAO=NA?KJPECQKQO
and wrap the entire tower, the result can sometimes be a
>QEH@EJCAJRAHKLAPD=P=LLA=NOIQ?DH=NCANPD=JPDAPKSANŃKKN
LH=PA ARAJSDAJEPIAAPOPDAOMQ=NAIAPNAI=TEIQIOEVA
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Balcony arrangements which are not carefully planned and
integrated within the tower massing can contribute to additional
shadow impacts and a reduction in privacy, sky view, and
@=UHECDPEJC@A?NA=OAEJŃKKNLH=PAOEVAKNEJ?NA=OAEJ
separation distances may be required to mitigate the impact of
balconies on the public realm and neighbours.

From a sustainable design perspective, balcony arrangements,
I=PANE=HO =J@?KJOPNQ?PEKJIAPDK@O?=JOECJEł?=JPHUEIL=?P
building energy performance. Furthermore, transparent glass
balconies are generally discouraged, since they can pose a
collision risk for migratory birds and do little to manage passive
solar gain or reduce sky glow caused by light trespass from the
>QEH@EJCEJPANEKN4DANACH=OOEOQOA@ EPODKQH@=HS=UOEJ?HQ@A
>EN@BNEAJ@HUOQNB=?APNA=PIAJPO
,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?Aġ
3.1.2 Built Form: Policy 3b, 3d, 3e, 3f and 6 |
0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?U?
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@WEN@#NEAJ@HU!ARAHKLIAJP
Guidelines

 1,4"/1,-

3.3
Tower Top
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!AOECJPDAPKLKBP=HH>QEH@EJCOPKI=GA=J=LLNKLNE=PA?KJPNE>QPEKJPKPDA
MQ=HEPU=J@?D=N=?PANKBPDA?EPUOGUHEJA
=H=J?APDAQOAKB@A?KN=PERAHECDPEJCSEPDAJANCUABł?EAJ?UK>FA?PERAO PDA
LNKPA?PEKJKBIECN=PKNU>EN@O =J@PDAI=J=CAIAJPKB=NPEł?E=HOGUCHKS
= &JPACN=PANKKBPKLIA?D=JE?=HKNPAHA?KIIQJE?=PEKJO
equipment, signage, and amenity space, where
appropriate, into the design and massing of the upper
ŃKKNOKBPDAP=HH>QEH@EJC
>4DANA@A?KN=PERAHECDPEJCEOEJ?HQ@A@SEPDEJPDAPKSAN
@AOECJ QOAAJANCUABł?EAJPłTPQNAOĠOQ?D=O)"!O =RKE@
uplighting and overlighting, and include programmable
łTPQNAOSDE?D?=J@EI=OPDAARAJEJCLNKCNAOOAOKNPQNJ
off during migratory seasons.

/1&,+)"
J=LLNKLNE=PA@AOECJBKNPDAPKLKB=P=HH>QEH@EJCEOEJŃQAJ?A@
by many factors, which may include location, height, built form
?KILKOEPEKJ =N?DEPA?PQN=HATLNAOOEKJ =J@KRAN=HHĺłPSEPDEJPDA
existing context of the city skyline.
Most tall buildings form part of the urban backdrop which
frames existing landmarks and public open space. In these
instances, the top should reinforce the supporting role of the
building and subtly integrate with the overall tower design.
A small number of tall buildings, such as those terminating
=REASKNPDKOASEPDOECJEł?=JPDAECDP I=U>AJAłPBNKI=
signature tower top to strengthen the tall building identity as a
landmark for orientation in the city.
&J=HHEJOP=J?AO NKKBPKLIA?D=JE?=H=J@PAHA?KIIQJE?=PEKJO
AMQELIAJP =OSAHH=OOECJ=CAIQOP>ASAHHEJPACN=PA@EJPK
the total building design to avoid detracting from the form and
elegance of the top.

Figure 1: Subtle variation in massing and integrated signage enhance the tower top.

#ECQNAġ"JANCUABł?EAJP@A?KN=PERAHECDPEJCI=GAO=JEJPANAOPEJC?KJPNE>QPEKJPKPDA

In the same manner that not all tower tops warrant a signature
BA=PQNA JKP=HHPKLONAMQENA@A?KN=PERAHECDPEJC4DAJ@A?KN=PERA
lighting for the tower top or other key architectural features is
included to enhance the design and presence of a tall building
at night, lighting does not have to be turned on for all hours of
the night or all days of the year to be effective. Furthermore,
illumination should respond to environmental sustainability
objectives and be:
AJANCUABł?EAJP
@AOECJA@PKIEJEIEVACH=NA HECDPPNAOL=OO =J@OGUCHKS
• programmed to turn off during the migratory seasons
ĠLNEHPK*=U=J@IE@QCQOPPKIE@,?PK>AN 
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appearance of tall buildings in night sky.
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4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Streetscape and Landscape Design
Sidewalk Zone
Pedestrian Level Wind Effects
Pedestrian Weather Protection
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-NKRE@ADECDMQ=HEPU OQOP=EJ=>HAOPNAAPO?=LA=J@H=J@O?=LA
@AOECJ>APSAAJPDAP=HH>QEH@EJC=J@=@F=?AJPOPNAAPO L=NGO 
=J@KLAJOL=?A
a. Create a strong visual and physical connection between the
building setback and public streetscape through the use of
consistent materials, grades, and design elements. Maintain
universal access to public and shared entrances, particularly
SDANAPDANA=NA?D=JCAOEJPKLKCN=LDUĠ0AA=HOK
-Q>HE?-NER=PA1N=JOEPEKJ 
> ,NC=JEVAOPNAAPO?=LA=J@H=J@O?=LAAHAIAJPOPKOQLLKNP
safe and comfortable pedestrian movement, highlight
important building features, such as entrances, screen less
attractive activities, such as parking access, add four season
interest, colour, and texture, and provide shade, where
appropriate.
c. Provide sustainable streetscape and landscape design by:
• protecting existing natural features and trees;
LNKRE@EJCOQBł?EAJPOKEH@ALPD=J@DECDMQ=HEPUCNKSEJC
medium for new shade trees and plant material;
QOEJCDECD=H>A@K=J@LANIA=>HAL=REJCI=PANE=HOPK
manage the urban heat island effect and stormwater;
I=TEIEVEJCKJOEPAOPKNIS=PANEJłHPN=PEKJ ?=LPQNA =J@
reuse;
EJOP=HHEJCAJANCUABł?EAJP LA@AOPNE=JO?=HAHECDPEJCSEPD
ODEAH@A@łTPQNAO=J@=QPKI=PE?ODQPKBB@ARE?AO

CITY OF TORONTO
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@ ,JOPNAAPO?D=N=?PANEVA@>UOKBPH=J@O?=LAOAP>=?GOKN
SDANACNKQJ@ŃKKNQOAONAMQENAIKNALNER=?UBNKIPDA
adjacent sidewalk, provide additional landscaping between
the building face and public sidewalk. Such treatment may
include tree and shrub planting, water features, minor
grade changes, railings, curbs, low walls, fences, public art,
lighting, and seating, etc.
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Figure 1: A vibrant and ‘green’ streetscape with a good range of pedestrian and cycling
amenities.

/1&,+)"
SAHH@AOECJA@=J@RE>N=JPOPNAAPO?=LAEOREP=HPKPDA?D=N=?PAN
and quality of the tall building site and the surrounding public
realm, as well as to the livability of the City.
All building frontages facing public streets, parks, and open
space must safely and comfortably accommodate pedestrian
movement, street furnishings, lighting, bicycle parking, and
landscaping. The space in front of buildings may also contain
cafés, grocery stands, canopies, awnings, signage, public art,
fountains, landscape structures, and other built or landscape
features, which further animate the street and enhance
pedestrian amenity.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A1DA-Q>HE?/A=HIġ-KHE?U@   =  =J@AWQEHP#KNIġ-KHE?U@ = >=J@CW
1DA+=PQN=H"JRENKJIAJPġ-KHE?U@=J@BW0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?U> @ A=J@C
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO Urban Design Streetscape Manual | Toronto Green Standard | Vibrant Streets |
1KNKJPK4=HGEJC0PN=PACUW-AN?AJPBKN-Q>HE?NP-NKCN=I$QE@AHEJAO
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b. Exceptions to the minimum 6 metre width may be
considered when the extent of the tall building frontage or
potential for future redevelopment on abutting sites does not
support establishing a new setback pattern. In such cases,
?NA=PERAOKHQPEKJO OQ?D=OANK@EJCPDAłNOPŃKKNPK=?DEARA
the sidewalk width at grade, or setting back a portion of the
building to create a forecourt, may be appropriate.

T A L L

a. Along the primary street frontages of a tall building site,
OA?QNA=OE@AS=HGVKJA=PHA=OPIAPNAOSE@AKNCNA=PAN
where larger setbacks are established by the existing context
KNNAMQENA@>UPDA7KJEJCUH=S1DALA@AOPNE=J?HA=NS=U
IQOP>ASEPDEJLQ>HE?LNKLANPU1DA>NK=@ANOE@AS=HGVKJA
may be entirely public or a combination of public and private
property.
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-NKRE@A=@AMQ=PAOL=?A>APSAAJPDABNKJPKBPDA>QEH@EJC=J@=@F=?AJP
OPNAAP?QN>OPKO=BAHU=J@?KIBKNP=>HU=??KIIK@=PALA@AOPNE=JIKRAIAJP 
OPNAAPO?=LAAHAIAJPO =J@=?PEREPEAONAH=PA@PKPDAQOAO=PCN=@A
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0&!"4)(7,+"

Setback
(private property)
PL

Right-of-Way
(public property)

Figure 1: A generous sidewalk and strategic setback supports an active street frontage and
vibrant pedestrian environment.

? 1=HH>QEH@EJCO=P?KNJANO PN=JOEPJK@AO -1%=??AOO
LKEJPO KNKPDANHK?=PEKJOSEPDOECJEł?=JPLA@AOPNE=JQOA KN
where there is a substantial change in grade, may require
additional setbacks for all or portions of the building
BNKJP=CAPK=??KIIK@=PALA@AOPNE=JŃKS
@ 1=HH>QEH@EJCOKBOECJEł?=JPDAECDP=J@@AJOEPUI=UNAMQENA
additional sidewalk width beyond 6 metres to accommodate
PDA=JPE?EL=PA@RKHQIAKBLA@AOPNE=JPN=Bł?
A 4E@ANOPNAAPOPD=PPULE?=HHU?=NNUDECDANRKHQIAO=J@OLAA@O
KBRADE?QH=NPN=Bł?I=U=HOK>AJAłPBNKI=@@EPEKJ=HOE@AS=HG
width to improve pedestrian safety and comfort.

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A 2.2 Structuring Growth in the City:
-KHE?U=ĠEE =J@>W!KSJPKSJġ1DA%A=NPKB1KNKJPKġ
-KHE?UWNEJCEJCPDA EPU1KCAPDANġ-KHE?UW
1DA-Q>HE?/A=HIġ-KHE?U = > =J@A
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO0PQ@EAO
Urban Design Streetscape Manual

| Vibrant Streets | Toronto

$NAAJ0P=J@=N@W1KNKJPK4=HGEJC0PN=PACU

/1&,+)"
Sidewalks are a vital part of the public realm, and play a crucial
NKHAEJ@AJOAQN>=J=NA=O L=NPE?QH=NHUSDAJ?D=N=?PANEVA@>U
HEIEPA@KLAJOL=?AKNL=NGH=J@@Ał?EAJ?EAO0EJ?AI=JUOPNAAPOEJ
Toronto were not designed with tall buildings and the associated
density in mind, the width of the existing public sidewalk is
BNAMQAJPHUPKKJ=NNKSSE@ANOE@AS=HGVKJA SDE?DI=U
include a building setback, is often necessary to properly resolve
competing demands for space from pedestrians, street furniture,
PNAAO QPEHEPEAO =J@?KIIAN?E=HQOAO4E@ANOE@AS=HGO?=J=HOK
provide space for grouped bicycle parking, boulevard cafés, public
art installations, and other valuable street activities and amenities.
New development, especially when at the scale of an entire
block, offers the opportunity to improve sidewalk amenity by
LNKRE@EJC=JA@CAVKJA =CAJANKQOBQNJEODEJC=J@LH=JPEJCVKJA 
a continuous, universally accessible pedestrian clearway, and an
=LLNKLNE=PABNKJP=CAKNI=NGAPEJCVKJA@ALAJ@EJCQLKJPDAQOAO
at grade. In order to achieve an appropriate sidewalk width, the
base of a tall building may need to be set back further from the
LNKLANPUHEJAPD=JPDA@EOP=J?ANAMQENA@>UPDA7KJEJCUH=S
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)K?=PA KNEAJP =J@@AOECJP=HH>QEH@EJCOPKLNKIKPA=EN?EN?QH=PEKJ
=J@J=PQN=HRAJPEH=PEKJ UAPIEJEIEVA=@RANOASEJ@?KJ@EPEKJOKJ
=@F=?AJPOPNAAPO L=NGO=J@KLAJOL=?A =P>QEH@EJCAJPN=J?AO =J@
EJLQ>HE?=J@LNER=PAKQP@KKN=IAJEPU=NA=O

T A L L
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-"!"01/&+)"3")4&+!"##" 10

#ECQNAġ0PNKJCLA@AOPNE=JHARAHSEJ@I=GAOOPNAAPHARAH?KJ@EPEKJOQJ?KIBKNP=>HA=J@EJ

#ECQNAġ4EJ@PAOPEJCĠ"JCEJAANEJCEJLQP>U/4!&

OKIA?=OAOD=V=N@KQO

/1&,+)"
The design and placement of tall buildings to capture natural
>NAAVAO=J@=ENŃKS?=J>AJAłPAJANCUABł?EAJ?U=J@EJ@KKN
=ENMQ=HEPU@AMQ=PA=EN?EN?QH=PEKJ=PCN=@A AOLA?E=HHU@QNEJC
PDAOQIIANIKJPDO EOEILKNP=JPPKŃQOD=S=UOPNAAPHARAH
pollutants and improve air quality for pedestrians and cyclists.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

4DEHA=EN?EN?QH=PEKJ=NKQJ@P=HH>QEH@EJCOEOEILKNP=JP @KSJ
drafts from buildings or accelerated winds from tunnelling
>APSAAJ>QEH@EJCO?=JJAC=PERAHU=BBA?PLA@AOPNE=JHARAH?KIBKNP
=J@ARAJ>A?KIAD=V=N@KQO&JCAJAN=H PDAP=HHANPDA>QEH@EJC 
the stronger the potential for wind effects at the base and the
greater the need for mitigation measures.
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Adverse wind conditions can be mitigated through the siting,
massing, orientation and articulation of the base and the tower.
The use of stepbacks at the tower base is a particularly useful
strategy to dissipate down drafts. Architectural devices, such

as projecting cornices, screens, terraces, overhangs, and
permanent canopies can also be applied to reduce the effects
of high speed wind around the base building and within rooftop
amenity areas.
The placement of permanent site features such as walls,
berms, and landscaping can also help mitigate wind impacts
by reducing speed or creating sheltered areas for seating or
standing.
-NA@E?PEJCPDAEJŃQAJ?AKBP=HH>QEH@EJCOKJHK?=HSEJ@ŃKS
L=PPANJO=J@OPNAAPHARAH?KJ@EPEKJOEO=?KILHATP=OG>AOP
established through wind tunnel testing of a scale model. At
a preliminary planning stage, however, the basic aerodynamic
issues illustrated in the schematic diagrams provided on the
following page can be applied to inform the initial design.

G U I D E L I N E S

Figure 6:

• Towers that step back from
base buildings can be used to
reduce undesirable downward
SEJ@ŃKSO
• The proportion of base building
OPAL>=?GO=J@PDAENEJŃQAJ?A
on the wind is affected by the
height of the surroundings.

#ECQNAġ

#ECQNAġ

• Buildings create a low wind
pressure area immediately
downwind.
• A low building upwind of a tall
building increases the downward
ŃKSKBSEJ@ ?=QOEJC=??AHAN=PA@
winds near the windward corners
of the tall building.

• Base building roof areas that
are inaccessible to pedestrians
can be used to mitigate against
@KSJS=N@SEJ@ŃKSO=J@
improve conditions at grade.
• Landscaped base building roof
areas can further reduce wind
speeds at grade.

#ECQNAġ

Figure 8:

4EJ@EOBQJJAHA@>APSAAJPSK
buildings causing accelerated
winds between them (wind
canyon effect).
• The height, spacing, and
orientation of the buildings
affect intensity of wind
acceleration.

1DAQOAKBDKNEVKJP=H?=JKLEAO
on the windward face of base
>QEH@EJCOEO>AJAł?E=H
• Parapet walls can increase the
canopy’s effectiveness.
• Sloped canopies only partially
@AŃA?P@KSJS=N@SEJ@
conditions.

D E S I G N

4EJ@ŃKSEJC@KSJPDA>QEH@EJC
face causes accelerated wind
speeds near the windward
corners.
• Tall and wide facades that face
the prevailing winds are often
undesirable.

0KHQPEKJO

B U I L D I N G

Figure 3:

T A L L

&OOQAO

Figure 9:

• Colonnaded base buildings can
be used on windward facades to
?KJPNKH@KSJS=N@SEJ@ŃKSO
• Colonnades provide pedestrians
a choice of calm or windy areas
Ġ>NAAVAO=NASAH?KIAKJDKP
days).

,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A
1DA-Q>HE?/A=HIġ-KHE?UWQEHP#KNIġ-KHE?UA B=J@?W-=NGO=J@,LAJ0L=?Aġ-KHE?U
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO & 0PQ@EAO
0QJ 4EJ@=J@-A@AOPNE=J KIBKNPġ0PQ@UKB1KNKJPKO AJPN=HNA=
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-"!"01/&+4"1%"/-/,1" 1&,+

"JOQNASA=PDANLNKPA?PEKJAHAIAJPO OQ?D=OKRAND=JCO=J@?=JKLEAO =NA
SAHHEJPACN=PA@EJPK>QEH@EJC@AOECJ ?=NABQHHU@AOECJA@=J@O?=HA@PKOQLLKNP
PDAOPNAAP =J@LKOEPEKJA@PKI=TEIEVABQJ?PEKJ=J@LA@AOPNE=J?KIBKNP
a. Provide permanent pedestrian weather protection, such
as overhangs or canopies, at building entrances and along
?KIIAN?E=H=J@IETA@QOAOPNAAPBNKJP=CAO
> &JCAJAN=H HK?=PASA=PDANLNKPA?PEKJ=PPDAPKLKBPDAłNOP
ŃKKNĠIAPNAOI=TEIQI =J@LNKRE@A=SE@PDKBIAPNAO
Incorporate all encroachments within the private setback
QJHAOOKPDANSEOALANIEPPA@>UU)=SKNHAC=H=CNAAIAJP

Permanent canopies and
overhangs provide wind
and weather protection

c. Coordinate pedestrian weather protection with neighbouring
buildings for continuous shelter and compatibility in design.
@ #KNREOQ=HEJPANAOP=J@?H=NEPU EJPACN=PALA@AOPNE=JO?=HA
lighting, signage, street numbering, and other features, such
as public art, as appropriate.
e. Permanent, durable materials are preferred as they form
part of the building architecture, have greater longevity, and
hold up against the elements.

Figure 1: A generous permanent overhang protects pedestrians from wind and weather.

f. Translucent or opaque materials are recommended to mute
NAŃA?PEKJOKJCNKQJ@ŃKKNCH=VEJC IEPEC=PAL=OOERAOKH=N
gain, and reduce light trespass from the building interior.
g. Colonnades are generally discouraged, but where proposed,
design and space columns to maintain clear views to the
QOAO>ADEJ@=J@LNKIKPAA=OAKBLA@AOPNE=JŃKS-NKRE@A
generous proportions, including a minimum width of 3
metres and minimum height of 6 metres (1:2 ratio).

#ECQNAġSAHHLNKLKNPEKJA@KRAND=JCEOAJD=J?A@>UEHHQIEJ=PA@LQ>HE?=NP

/1&,+)"
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The inclusion of pedestrian weather protection along the edges
KB>QEH@EJCO?=JCNA=PHUAJD=J?APDAUA=NNKQJ@AJFKUIAJP
KBOPNAAPO=J@KLAJOL=?A4DANA>=OA>QEH@EJCOBKNI=
continuous streetwall, coordinated and uninterrupted weather
protection allows pedestrians to move comfortably throughout
the entire area in all seasons.
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4A=PDANLNKPA?PEKJAHAIAJPO?=JSKNGPKCAPDANSEPDOPNAAP
PNAAOPK@AłJA=J@BN=IA=OPNAAP1DAU?=JDAHL@AłJA>QEH@EJC
proportions at the street level, articulate entrances, animate
base buildings and enhance the character of a neighbourhood.
Overhangs, canopies and awnings can also play an important
environmental role by protecting building interiors from direct,

IE@@=UOQIIANOQJ=J@DAHLIQPANAŃA?PEKJOKJCH=VEJCPK
=?DEARAĺ>EN@BNEAJ@HU@AOECJ
Colonnades are generally discouraged as weather protection
devices as they tend to pull retail frontages and associated
LA@AOPNE=J=?PEREPU=S=UBNKIPDAOPNAAP4DANAPDAU@KLNAR=EH 
generous proportions and a clear view to the uses behind is key
PK=HHKSBKNLA@AOPNE=JŃKS=J@REOE>EHEPU
,Bł?E=H-H=J/ABANAJ?A QEHP#KNI-KHE?U?W
0EPA-H=J KJPNKHġ-KHE?U=
/AH=PA@0P=J@=N@O $QE@AHEJAO & 0PQ@EAO
Toronto Green Standard | Accessibility Design Guidelines

$),00/6
/"#"/"+ "0
02*&00&,+/".2&/"*"+10
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Glossary
?PERA2OAOġ=PCN=@AQOAOSEPDEJ=>QEH@EJCPD=POQLLKNP
pedestrian activity and promote a high degree of visual and
physical interaction between the building interior and adjacent
public realm. Grand entrance lobbies, private indoor amenity
OL=?A CQAOPOQEPAO =J@H=NCABKNI=PNAP=EHKN?KIIAN?E=H
facilities are typically not considered active uses.

KJPATPJ=HUOEOġ the study of how new development
SEHHłPSEPD=J@NAOLKJ@PKATEOPEJC=J@LH=JJA@L=PPANJO 
KLLKNPQJEPEAO =J@?D=HHAJCAOE@AJPEłA@SEPDEJPDAOQNNKQJ@EJC
area.
KQNPU=N@ġ a landscaped open space, located in the centre of a
single or consolidated block with no direct street frontage.

IAJEPUġ see Pedestrian Amenity
JCQH=N-H=JAġ=CAKIAPNE?IA=OQNA=LLHEA@PK?KJPNKHPDAOEVA
and shape of the building envelope or portion thereof for such
purposes as promoting transition in scale between buildings of
different intensity, protecting access to sunlight and sky view
for streets, parks, public and private open space, and/or limiting
shadow and overlook on neighbouring properties.
NPE?QH=PEKJġ the layout or pattern, expression and material
character of building elements, including walls, doors, roofs,
windows and decorative elements such as cornices and belt
courses.
=OAQEH@EJCġ the lower portion of a tall building, designed to
@AłJA=J@OQLLKNP=@F=?AJPOPNAAPO L=NGO =J@KLAJOL=?A=P
an appropriate scale, integrate with adjacent buildings, assist to
=?DEARAPN=JOEPEKJ@KSJPKHKSANO?=HA>QEH@EJCO =J@IEJEIEVA
the impact of parking and servicing on the public realm.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

-1"!Ġ NEIA-NARAJPEKJ1DNKQCD"JRENKJIAJP=H!AOECJ ġ
=LNK=?PERA?NEIALNARAJPEKJOPN=PACUSDE?D=@RK?=PAOPD=P
proper design and effective use of the built environment can
lead to a reduction in the incidence and fear of crime and
improve the quality of life. The four underlying concepts of
CPTED are Natural Surveillance, Natural Access Control,
Territorial Reinforcement, and Maintenance.
www.cptedontario.ca/
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KJPATPĠ"TEOPEJC=J@-H=JJA@ ġthe existing context of any
given area refers to what is there now. The planned context
refers to what is intended by City policies in the future.

!=UHECDPEJCġ access to natural light – direct or diffuse sunlight
– within the building interior.
#=¾=@Aġ the exterior wall of a building visible from the public
realm.
#HKKN-H=PAġsee Tower Floor Plate
#KNA?KQNPġ a landscaped open space between the public
sidewalk and the main entrance of a building.
#NKJP=CAġ the portion of a development parcel or lot facing a
street, park or other publically accessible open space.
$=HHANE=ġ=CH=VA@=J@AJ?HKOA@LQ>HE?KNLQ>HE?=HHU=??AOOE>HA
walkway.
%ECDNEOAQEH@EJCġ see Tall Building
)=J@O?=LA@,LAJ0L=?AġKQP@KKN=NA=?D=N=?PANEVA@>UD=N@
and/or soft landscape treatment, but excluding driveways and
RADE?QH=NL=NGEJC=NA=O,JOEPAH=J@O?=LA@KLAJOL=?AI=U
be publically accessible or privately shared common outdoor
OL=?A=PCN=@AKN=>KRACN=@AKJNKKBPKLOKB>=OA>QEH@EJCOKN
towers.
)=J@O?=LA@0AP>=?Gġthe space between the public sidewalk
=J@>QEH@EJCB=?A?D=N=?PANEVA@>UD=N@KNOKBPH=J@O?=LA
treatment.
)KS/EOAQEH@EJCġ a building that is generally up to four
storeys in height.
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Assumptions:
/,4SE@PDO=NAE@AJPEłA@EJ,Bł?E=H-H=J*=L
*ETA@2OADAECDPO=OOQIAIBKNCNKQJ@ŃKKN=J@IBNKI=HHŃKKNO=>KRA
 KIIAN?E=HDAECDPO=OOQIAIBKNCNKQJ@ŃKKN=J@IBKN=HHŃKKNO=>KRA

/ABANPKPDA EPUKB1KNKJPK-ANBKNI=J?A0P=J@=N@OBKN*E@
Rise Buildings.
*E@@HAĠ1KSAN ġ the portion of a tall building above the Base
QEH@EJC @AOECJA@PKłPSEPD=J@=?DEARA=J=LLNKLNE=PA
relationship with the Base Building, the public realm, and
neighbouring properties.
-NEI=NU0PNAAPġ a street with high pedestrian priority,
determined by the street and sidewalk widths, character of
QOAO=PCN=@A HARAHKBPN=JOEPOANRE?A PN=Bł?RKHQIAO JQI>AN
of vehicular and cycling lanes, and the overall level of civic
importance within the structure of the city. A site can have more
than one primary street frontage.
-A@AOPNE=JIAJEPUġ architectural and landscape elements,
including lighting, trees, four season landscaping, decorative
paving, seating, public art, water features, etc., that promote the
safe and comfortable use of streets and open spaces.

B U I L D I N G
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*E@/EOAQEH@EJCġ a building generally taller than four storeys,
>QPJKP=HHANPD=JPDASE@PDKBPDA=@F=?AJPOPNAAPNECDPKBS=U
,J=IAPNASE@AOPNAAP PDAP=HHAOPIE@NEOA>QEH@EJCSKQH@
>APKOPKNAUO SDANA=OKJ=IAPNASE@AOPNAAP PDAP=HHAOP
IE@NEOA>QEH@EJCSKQH@>APKOPKNAUOĠOAA?D=NP>AHKS 

-A@AOPNE=J0?=HAġ the quality of the physical environment
SDE?DNAŃA?PO=OUIL=PDAPE?LNKLKNPEKJ=HNAH=PEKJODELPKDQI=J
dimensions and which contributes to a person's perception
and comprehension of buildings or other features in the built
environment.

T A L L

*=OPAN-H=Jġ a planning and design framework to guide the
incremental development of a large or complex area with
multiple buildings, new streets, and/or parks.

-H=V=ġ an animated gathering place with predominantly hard
OQNB=?A@H=J@O?=LABA=PQNAOŃ=JGEJC=LQ>HE?OPNAAP
-K@EQIġ a podium is a type of base building. For the purposes
of evaluating tall buildings, the term 'podium' should be
replaced by the term Base Building with the associated
@AłJEPEKJ=J@CQE@AHEJANAMQENAIAJPO
-KEJP1KSANġ a compact and slender tall building form with
=PULE?=HNAOE@AJPE=HPKSANŃKKNLH=PAKBOMQ=NAIAPNAOKN
less.
-NER=PA0D=NA@IAJEPU0L=?Aġ common spaces or facilities
that are owned, maintained, and accessed privately by building
occupants.
-Q>HE?NPġOEPAOLA?Eł?=NPSKNG?NA=PA@PKAJD=J?ALQ>HE?HU
accessible space through artistic interpretations that range from
independent sculpture to integrated architectural treatment and
landscape design.
-Q>HE?/A=HIġ streets and lanes, parks and other open spaces
and the accessible parts of public buildings.
-Q>HE?=HHU??AOOE>HA,LAJ0L=?Aġ privately owned and
maintained outdoor space that is designed to promote public
access and use.
0A?KJ@=NU0PNAAPġ=Ń=JGEJCOPNAAPSEPD=IKNAHK?=HO?=HA
and pedestrian priority, determined by the street and sidewalk
widths, character of uses at grade, the level of transit service,
PN=Bł?RKHQIAO JQI>ANKBRADE?QH=N=J@?U?HEJCH=JAO =J@PDA
overall level of civic importance within the structure of the city.
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0AL=N=PEKJ!EOP=J?AġPDADKNEVKJP=H@EOP=J?A>APSAAJ
buildings or building components, such as tall building towers,
measured from the exterior wall of the building or building
component, but excluding balconies.
0AP>=?Gġ=DKNEVKJP=H@EOP=J?AIA=OQNA@=P=NECDP=JCHABNKI
any lot line to the nearest part of the main wall of a building or
structure.

1KLġ the uppermost portion of a tall building, designed to
?KJPNE>QPAPKPDAOGUHEJA?D=N=?PAN=J@EJPACN=PA=JUNKKBPKL
mechanical or telecommunications equipment, signage, and
amenity space.

0E@AS=HG7KJAġ the space between the roadway curb and
LNKLANPUHEJA1DAOE@AS=HGVKJAI=U>AATL=J@A@SDAJ=
building is setback from the property line.

1KSAN#HKKN-H=PAġ the total built area within a tall building
tower above the base building, measured from the exterior of
PDAI=EJS=HHO=PA=?DŃKKN >QPAT?HQ@EJC>=H?KJEAO

0GU3EASġ the measurable amount of sky seen from a street,
park, or other open space above and in between building
masses.

2JERANO=H??AOOġrefers to built environments, buildings,
facilities, accommodation, services and products that are
inherently accessible to all people regardless of their abilities.
Incorporating universal access and accessible facilities into
the design and site layout of new development contributes to
making Toronto's built environment "barrier free," enabling
people of all abilities to move about freely and safely, participate
fully in society and experience a better quality of life.

0KBP)=J@O?=LEJCġ vegetation such as grass, trees, shrubs,
ŃKSANOKNKPDANLH=JPOCNKSEJCEJ=JKLAJQJK>OPNQ?PA@=NA=
PD=PLANIEPOS=PANEJłHPN=PEKJEJPKPDACNKQJ@
0PAL>=?Gġ the setting back of the upper storeys of a base
building or of a tower from the face of a base building.
0PNAAPO?=LAġ the distinguishing elements and character of a
particular street as created by its width, degree of curvature,
paving materials, design and placement of street furniture,
trees, landscaping, lighting and other pedestrian amenities, as
well as the setback and form of surrounding buildings.
0PNAAPS=HHġ the condition of enclosure along a street whereby
the fronts of buildings align and the façades visually and
LDUOE?=HHUFKEJPKCAPDANPK?NA=PA=?KJPEJQKQO@AłJEJCA@CABKN
the street.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

0PNAAP-NKLKNPEKJġ the ratio of the height of buildings along
the edges of a street and the width of the space between the
building faces on each side of the street (includes setbacks).
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1=HHQEH@EJC#KNIġCAJAN=HHU=PDNAAL=NP>QEH@EJC
composition, consisting of a Base Building, Middle (Tower) and
Top.

1=HHQEH@EJCġĠ=HOKNABANNA@PK=O=%ECDNEOAQEH@EJC =
building that is generally taller than the width of the adjacent
OPNAAPNECDPKBS=U KNPDASE@ANKBPSKOPNAAPOEBHK?=PA@=P=J
intersection.

2N>=J$=N@AJġ a landscaped space, usually of intimate
scale, open to a public street, located and oriented to provide
maximum sunlight during midday.
4=HG=>EHEPUġ the extent to which the built environment
promotes safe, comfortable and convenient conditions for
pedestrian travel. Generally measured and evaluated within a
IAPNAN=@EQOĠIEJQPAS=HG KB=OEPA
4=HGS=Uġ an exterior public pedestrian route at street level,
usually providing connection through the block.
4A=PDAN-NKPA?PEKJ0UOPAIOġ continuous canopies,
overhangs, or other permanent building features which are
OEVA@=J@LKOEPEKJA@PKABBA?PERAHUODEAH@LA@AOPNE=JOBNKI
EJ?HAIAJPSA=PDAN=PCN=@A0Q?DOUOPAIO=NA=LNEKNEPUġ
•
on streets with active retail or commercial uses at
grade
•
along Avenues
•
within the Downtown Financial District
•
at locations adjacent to transit stops
 
EJ=HHKPDAN=NA=OSEPDOECJEł?=JPLA@AOPNE=JŃKS

1=HHQEH@EJC!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAOĠKJHEJA
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/tallbuildingdesign.htm
!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ3EOEKJ=J@0QLLHAIAJP=NU!AOECJ
$QE@AHEJAO
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/tallbuildingstudy.htm
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/urbdesign/tableofcontents.htm
1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@Ġ1$0
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environment/
greendevelopment.htm
1$01EANBKN*E@PK%ECD/EOA!ARAHKLIAJP
DPPLġSSSPKNKJPK?=LH=JJEJCAJRENKJIAJPL@BIN;DN;PA?D
pdf
1$0 DA?GHEOPBKN*E@PK%ECD/EOA!ARAHKLIAJP
DPPLġSSSPKNKJPK?=LH=JJEJCAJRENKJIAJPL@B?DA?GHEOP;IE@
high.pdf

G U I D E L I N E S

-1%*=OPAN-H=J0PQ@U
DPPLġSSSPKNKJPK?=LH=JJEJCPL;L=PDILDPI
-AN?AJPBKN-Q>HE?NP-NKCN=I$QE@AHEJAO
DPPLġSSSPKNKJPK?=LH=JJEJCQN>@AOECJLQ>HE?;=NPDPI
0D=@A$QE@AHEJAO
http://www.toronto.ca/health/tcpc/shade.htm
0QJ 4EJ@=J@-A@AOPNE=J KIBKNPġ0PQ@UKB1KNKJPK O
AJPN=HNA=>U-KOOAHI=JJ"NAJO=J@(!QJGAN/4NECDP 
City of Toronto, 1990
DPPLġSSSAO?DKH=NODELKNCQ?EPAI?DL=CA
1KNKJPK$NAAJ/KKBUH=S
http://www.toronto.ca/greenroofs/index.htm
1KNKJPK4=HGEJC0PN=PACU
http://www.toronto.ca/transportation/walking/index.htm

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@AğQEH@1KNKJPK1KCAPDANġ
!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Ağ
DPPLġSSSPKNKJPK?=@ARAHKLEJCPKNKJPK@ARAHKLIAJP;CQE@A
htm

2N>=J!AOECJ0PNAAPO?=LA*=JQ=H
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/urbdesign/streetscape/index.htm

,1%"//")1"!01+!/!0 $2&!")&+"0012!&"0

3E>N=JP0PNAAPO
http://www.toronto.ca/involved/projects/streetfurniture/pdf/
RE>N=JP;OPNAAPOL@B

??AOOE>EHEPU!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO
http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/toronto/content?vgnextoid=
=@?@3CJ3 *@@B/ /!RCJATP?D=
JJAH@AA3CJ3 *@@B/ /!
EN@#NEAJ@HU!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@AHEJAO
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/environment/guidelines.htm
$QE@AHEJAOBKNPDA!AOECJ=J@*=J=CAIAJPKBE?U?HA
-=NGEJC#=?EHEPEAO
DPPLġSSSPKNKJPK?=LH=JJEJC>E?U?HA;L=NGEJC;CQE@ADPI

B U I L D I N G

-=NGO =J=@=ġ0P=J@=N@O=J@$QE@AHEJAOBKNPDA KJOANR=PEKJ
KB%EOPKNE?-H=?AOEJ =J=@=
DPPLġSSSDEOPKNE?LH=?AO?=AJL=CAOOP=J@=N@OJKNIAO

T A L L

,Bł?E=H-H=J
DPPLġSSSPKNKJPK?=LH=JJEJCKBł?E=H;LH=JEJPNK@Q?PEKJDPI

D E S I G N

References

,1%"//"#"/"+ "0
EPUKB1KNKJPK!AOECJ/AREAS-=JAH
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/designreviewpanel.htm
&JłHH1KSJDKQOA!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO
DPPLġSSSPKNKJPK?=LH=JJEJCQN>@AOECJEJłHHPKSJDKQOEJCDPI
-ANBKNI=J?A0P=J@=N@OBKN*E@/EOAQEH@EJCO
http://www.toronto.ca/planning/midrisestudy.htm#report
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Submission Requirements
Submission Requirements
OA?PEKJ>UOA?PEKJKRANREASEOLNKRE@A@>AHKSPKKQPHEJADKSLLHE?=JPO?=J@AIKJOPN=PA=??KN@=J?ASEPDPDA1=HHQEH@EJC
Design Guidelines and how each section within these Guidelines relates to the Complete Application submission requirements found
in the Toronto Development Guide "Building Toronto Together: A Development Guide."

Guideline Summary Statement
As part of the required Planning Rationale (or cover letter) in a complete application, provide a brief summary outlining how the
LNKLKOA@P=HH>QEH@EJC@ARAHKLIAJPNAOLKJ@OPKPDAOA$QE@AHEJAO EJ?HQ@EJCDKSPDAP=HH>QEH@EJCĠO SEHHłPD=NIKJEKQOHUSEPDEJ
the existing/planned context and address key performance measures, such as base building height, tower setbacks, stepbacks and
OAL=N=PEKJ@EOP=J?AO PKSANŃKKNLH=PAOEVA KJOEPAH=J@O?=LA@KLAJOL=?A OE@AS=HGSE@PD AP?1DAOQII=NUODKQH@=HOK=@@NAOO
NAH=PEKJODELOPKKPDANNAHAR=JPLKHE?EAO LH=JO OP=J@=N@O=J@CQE@AHEJAO OQ?D=OOEPAOLA?Eł?7KJEJC 0A?KJ@=NU-H=JO *E@NEOA
Guidelines, Public Realm Plans, etc.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

4DANA=P=HH>QEH@EJC@ARAHKLIAJP@EBBANOBNKIPDAOA$QE@AHEJAO LNKRE@A=OQLLKNPEJCLH=JJEJC@AOECJFQOPEł?=PEKJPKATLH=EJDKS
the proposed design approach for the site/building/public realm will meet the overall intent of these Guidelines and the related
LKHE?EAO=J@CK=HOKBPDA,Bł?E=H-H=J
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Illustrate the required context analysis information through
detailed text and graphics presented at two scales:
 ğ4=HG=>HAğO?=HASEPDEJ=N=@EQOKB=PHA=OP
metres (10 minute walk) of the tall building site

2.

"Block" scale – for the block(s) on which the tall
building development is located and for all blocks
immediately adjacent to the tall building site(s) (e.g.
across a street, park or open space).

#HATE>EHEPUEJPDAOEVA=J@OD=LAKBPDA?KJPATP=J=HUOEO
>KQJ@=NEAOODKQH@>A=LLHEA@PK=@@NAOOHK?=HEVA@?KJ@EPEKJO
and priorities. On larger sites where multiple tall buildings
are proposed, provide larger context analysis boundaries to
incorporate the boundary for each individual tall building or
site.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO




















KJPATP-H=J
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1KLKCN=LDE?0QNRAU
KQJ@=NU-H=JKB0QNRAU
-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
-NAHEIEJ=NU-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
KIIQJEPU0ANRE?AO=J@#=?EHEPEAO0PQ@U
+KEOA&IL=?P0PQ@U
3E>N=PEKJ0PQ@U
$AKPA?DJE?=H0PQ@U
0ANRE?EJC/ALKNP
0PKNI4=PAN*=J=CAIAJP/ALKNP
1N=JOLKNP=PEKJ&IL=?P0PQ@U
-=NGEJC0PQ@U
)K=@EJC0PQ@U
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
0EPA-H=J

G U I D E L I N E S

1.2

Master Plan for Larger Sites

Provide a Master Plan for Larger Sites which illustrates the
required context analysis, planning, design and phasing
information, through detailed text and graphics. A Master
Plan may not be required if there is a Secondary Plan that
applies to the site, with associated Context or Precinct Plans
that include comparable information and detail.

D E S I G N

Context Analysis

B U I L D I N G

1.1

T A L L

1.0 SITE CONTEXT

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO
























-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KJPATP-H=J
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1KLKCN=LDE?0QNRAU
KQJ@=NU-H=JKB0QNRAU
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
-NAHEIEJ=NU-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
N?DEPA?PQN=H KJPNKH$QE@AHEJAO
0EPA0LA?Eł?2N>=J!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO
%KQOEJC&OOQAO/ALKNP
+KEOA&IL=?P0PQ@U
3E>N=PEKJ0PQ@U
$AKPA?DJE?=H0PQ@U
0ANRE?EJC/ALKNP
0PKNI4=PAN*=J=CAIAJP/ALKNP
1N=JOLKNP=PEKJ&IL=?P0PQ@U
-=NGEJC0PQ@U
)K=@EJC0PQ@U
1N=Bł?,LAN=PEKJOOOAOOIAJP
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
0EPA-H=J
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1.0 SITE CONTEXT
1.3

Fit and Transition in Scale

Provide plans, sections, elevations and computer views at an
appropriate scale to clearly illustrate the existing context and
LNKLKOA@P=HH>QEH@EJCĠO SEPDEJPDEO?KJPATP&J?HQ@AVKJEJC
envelopes, setbacks, property lines, street widths, heights
of existing and proposed buildings, angular planes and sun/
shadow analyses as applicable.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO









-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KJPATP-H=J
1KLKCN=LDE?=H0QNRAU
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
-ANOLA?PERA!N=SEJC
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO

1.4

Sunlight and Sky View

Provide plans, elevations, computer views and a Sun/Shadow
Study to illustrate and evaluate the potential impact of the
proposed tall building(s) on access to sunlight and sky
view for all affected streets, parks, public and private open
OL=?A=J@KPDANOD=@KSOAJOEPERA=NA=OE@AJPEłA@SEPDEJPDA
surrounding context.
4DANAOD=@KSOBNKIP=HH>QEH@EJCOD=RALKPAJPE=HEIL=?P
KJDANEP=CALNKLANPEAOKN%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?PO 
=%ANEP=CA&IL=?POOAOOIAJPSEHH>ANAMQENA@4DANA
shadows from tall buildings have potential impact on natural
=NA=O =+=PQN=H%ANEP=CAEIL=?P0PQ@UI=U>ANAMQAOPA@

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO









!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ
3EOEKJ=J@0QLLHAIAJP=NU!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO
SDG #1

-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KJPATP-H=J
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
+=PQN=H%ANEP=CA&IL=?P0PQ@U
%ANEP=CA&IL=?POOAOOIAJP

!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ
3EOEKJ=J@0QLLHAIAJP=NU!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013
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SDG #2 and SDG#3

Provide plans, elevations and computer views to illustrate
how a proposed tall building(s) responds to being on or
adjacent to a prominent site or within an important view
?KNNE@KN4DANA=P=HH>QEH@EJCEOLNKLKOA@KJ=ğLNKIEJAJPğ
site, provide a detailed planning rationale outlining the merits
of the site and the associated design response.
4DANAP=HH>QEH@EJCOD=RALKPAJPE=HEIL=?PKJREASOBNKIPDA
LQ>HE?NA=HIPKDANEP=CALNKLANPEAOKN%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ
!EOPNE?PO =%ANEP=CA&IL=?POOAOOIAJPSEHH>ANAMQENA@

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO











-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KJPATP-H=J
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
-ANOLA?PERA!N=SEJC
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
%ANEP=CA&IL=?POOAOOIAJP




0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO

G U I D E L I N E S

1.6

Heritage Properties and Heritage
Conservation Districts

Provide plans, sections, elevations and computer views to
illustrate how the location and design of a proposed tall
>QEH@EJCĠO ?KJOANRAO EJPACN=PAO =J@?KILHAIAJPOKJOEPA
or adjacent heritage properties and heritage conservation
districts.
1=HH>QEH@EJCLNKLKO=HOSEPDKJOEPAKN=@F=?AJPDANEP=CA
LNKLANPEAO =OSAHH=OPDKOASEPDEJ=%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ
!EOPNE?PKNSEPDLKPAJPE=HEIL=?PKJ=%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ
!EOPNE?P=NANAMQENA@PKLNKRE@A=%ANEP=CA&IL=?P
Assessment.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO













-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KJPATP-H=J
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
-ANOLA?PERA!N=SEJC
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1NAA-NAOANR=PEKJ-H=J
N?D=AKHKCE?=HOOAOOIAJP
%ANEP=CA&IL=?POOAOOIAJP

!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ
3EOEKJ=J@0QLLHAIAJP=NU!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO

!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ
3EOEKJ=J@0QLLHAIAJP=NU!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO





0!$

D E S I G N

Prominent Sites and Views from the
Public Realm

B U I L D I N G

1.5

T A L L

1.0 SITE CONTEXT

0!$
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2.0 SITE ORGANIZATION
2.1

Building Placement

Provide plans, sections and elevations to illustrate how the
KNC=JEV=PEKJKBPDAOEPA=J@>QEH@EJCOłPOSEPDPDAL=PPANJO
established by the existing/planned context (see also "Block"
scale analysis in 1.1 Context Analysis).
&@AJPEBUPDAOEVA=J@?D=N=?PANKB=HH>QEH@EJCOAP>=?GO=J@
KJOEPAH=J@O?=LA@KLAJOL=?A

2.2

Provide annotated plans, sections and elevations that indicate
the location of primary and secondary building entrances
(public and private) and how the addresses are readily
E@AJPEł=>HA=J@=??AOOE>HABNKIPDALQ>HE?OPNAAP

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013
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KQJ@=NU-H=JKB0QNRAU
1KLKCN=LDE?=H0QNRAU
KJPATP-H=J
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
2J@ANCNKQJ@$=N=CA-H=JĠO 
#ENOP#HKKN-H=JĠO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1NAA-NAOANR=PEKJ-H=J
-Q>HE?2PEHEPEAO-H=J

Building Address and Entrances












KQJ@=NU-H=JKB0QNRAU
1KLKCN=LDE?0QNRAU
KJPATP-H=J
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
#ENOP#HKKN-H=JĠO
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J

1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@/ABANAJ?AOġ


.

Provide annotated plans, sections and elevations to explain
the systems of vehicular and bicycle access, circulation and
parking, major pedestrian movements, and the location,
integration and screening of garbage/ recycling storage and
collection areas, loading areas, underground ventilation shaft/
gratings, service metres and transformer vaults, etc.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO
















-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KJPATP-H=J
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
0PKNI4=PAN*=J=CAIAJP/ALKNP
1N=JOLKNP=PEKJ&IL=?P0PQ@U
-=NGEJC0PQ@U
)K=@EJC0PQ@U
1N=Bł?,LAN=PEKJOOOAOOIAJP
2J@ANCNKQJ@$=N=CA-H=J
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
-Q>HE?2PEHEPEAO-H=J

1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@/ABANAJ?AOġ


.WPKW



" 
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G U I D E L I N E S

2.4

Publically Accessible Open Space

Demonstrate through annotated plans, pedestrian level
LANOLA?PERAREASO=J@KPDANOPQ@EAODKSPDAKJOEPAKLAJ
space features create and enhance pedestrian amenity and
comfort, and how the design of the building and associated
open space(s) relate to its context including other public
spaces.

D E S I G N

Site Servicing, Access and Parking

B U I L D I N G

2.3

T A L L

2.0 SITE ORGANIZATION

&@AJPEBUPDAOEVA=J@?D=N=?PANKB=HH>QEH@EJCOAP>=?GO=J@
KJOEPAH=J@O?=LA@KLAJOL=?A

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO













-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
1KLKCN=LDE?=H0QNRAU
-ANOLA?PERA!N=SEJC
KJPATP-H=J
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
-NAHEIEJ=NU-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
+KEOA&IL=?P0PQ@U
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1NAA-NAOANR=PEKJ-H=J

1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@/ABANAJ?AOġ
AQ 3.1 & 3.2


" PK
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2.0 SITE ORGANIZATION
2.5

Private Open Space

2.6

Pedestrian and Cycling Connections

Demonstrate through annotated plans, sections, elevations
and perspective drawings how the proposed private open
space features work together with the building programming
and other public spaces to achieve required outdoor amenity
for building occupants. Drawings and studies should identify
the level of privacy and comfort achieved, as well as the
sustainable design measures being pursued.

Provide annotated plans, sections and elevations to explain
the systems of major pedestrian and cycling movement
through and around the site.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO















Demonstrate the projects' commitment to universal
accessibility and to reducing private vehicle use through
relevant transportation demand management strategies.

-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
-NAHEIEJ=NU-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
+KEOA&IL=?P0PQ@U
-ANOLA?PERA!N=SEJC
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
/KKB-H=J
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1NAA-NAOANR=PEKJ-H=J














-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1N=JOLKNP=PEKJ&IL=?P0PQ@U
1N=Bł?,LAN=PEKJOOOAOOIAJP
KJPATP-H=J
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
2J@ANCNKQJ@$=N=CA-H=J
#HKKN-H=JĠO
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
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Refer to the processes for secure public art opportunities
outlined in the Percent for Public Art Program Guidelines
Ġ  D=LPANġ*=GEJCEP%=LLAJ0A?QNEJC-Q>HE?NP 
4DANA=LLHE?=>HA LNKRE@A=JJKP=PA@LH=JO AHAR=PEKJO
or perspective drawings to identify potential public art
opportunities.

Provide annotated street elevations, sections and pedestrian
level views showing the massing relationship between the
base building, the adjacent street width, and neighbouring
building heights and the sun/shadow impacts of the base
building on affected streets/sidewalks, parks and open space.

G U I D E L I N E S

3.1.1 Base Building Scale and Height

Public Art

D E S I G N

2.7

B U I L D I N G

3.1 BASE BUILDING

T A L L

2.0 SITE ORGANIZATION

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO
1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO








-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J









-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
KJPATP-H=J
-ANOLA?PERA!N=SEJC
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO

!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ
3EOEKJ=J@0QLLHAIAJP=NU!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO
SDG#6
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G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L

3.1 BASE BUILDING
3.1.2 Street Animation

3.1.3 First Floor Height

-NKRE@A=JJKP=PA@LH=JO OA?PEKJO=J@AHAR=PEKJOBKNPDAłNOP
ŃKKNĠO ODKSEJCPDAJ=PQNAKBCNKQJ@ŃKKNQOAO=J@PDA
relationship to the public sidewalk.

-NKRE@A=JJKP=PA@OA?PEKJO=J@AHAR=PEKJOODKSEJCPDAłNOP
ŃKKNDAECDP=PR=NEKQOLKEJPO=HKJCPDA>QEH@EJCBNKJP=CA =J@
where relevant, the relationship of this height to the height
and scale of neighbouring buildings.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO









KJPATP-H=J
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
#HKKN-H=JĠO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J

!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ
3EOEKJ=J@0QLLHAIAJP=NU!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO
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1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO






KJPATP-H=J
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO

G U I D E L I N E S

-NKRE@A=J=JJKP=PA@ġAHAR=PEKJ@N=SEJCODKSEJCDKS
the proposed materials and expression of the base building
creates visual interest, contributes to active street frontages,
and employs sustainable design techniques.

Provide annotated plans, section and elevations showing the
design techniques being used to provide safe, accessible and
?KJPATP=LLNKLNE=PAPN=JOEPEKJBNKIPDALQ>HE?NA=HIPKPDA
tall building.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO




0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
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D E S I G N

3.1.5 Public-Private Transition

B U I L D I N G

3.1.4 Façade Articulation and Transparency

T A L L

3.1 BASE BUILDING

0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
#HKKN-H=JĠO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPAQEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
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G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L

3.2 MIDDLE (TOWER)
3.2.1 Floor Plate Size and Shape

3.2.2 Tower Placement

-NKRE@A@EIAJOEKJA@LH=JOPKEHHQOPN=PAPDAOEVA=J@OD=LA
of all interior and exterior elements of the tower. Include a
Planning Rationale and other relevant studies to support
proposed variation from the stated maximum.

Provide annotated plans and related studies to demonstrate
how the tower location works together with the base building
PK=?DEARA=?KIBKNP=>HAIE?NK?HEI=PA=PCN=@A

Annotate regulations such as the Ontario Building Code
which affect the layout.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO






1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO






-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
#HKKN-H=JĠO
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO

!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ
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-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
-NAHEIEJ=NU-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO

SDG #8

G U I D E L I N E S

Provide annotated plans, elevations and relevant studies to
illustrate design strategies for adequate tower separation, and
impacts on sunlight, sky view, daylighting, wind and privacy.

Provide annotated plans, sections, elevations, perspective
views and other studies to indicate how the tower placement,
form and articulation responds to the context, including site
prominence, relationship to other tall buildings, and solar
orientation.

!N=SEJCOSEHH?HA=NHUEJ@E?=PAVKJEJCAJRAHKLAO OAP>=?GO 
separation distances, property lines, and building heights, as
well as arrow annotations showing view angles and access
PKHECDP=P@EBBANAJPPEIAOKBPDA@=U=J@UA=N4DANAKBBOAP
PKSANO=J@JKJL=N=HHAHS=HHO=NALNKLKOA@ @AIKJOPN=PA
through a massing study that issues of privacy, daylighting
and sunlight and sky view are suitably resolved.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO







Indicate separation distances between towers on the same
site and between neighbouring properties, on a site plan or a
block context plan as appropriate.
0*))0&1"0
Provide annotated plans showing site dimensions, all
required building/tower setbacks and stepbacks from relevant
property lines/other buildings and the dimension of the
NAOQHP=JPŃKKNLH=PA

D E S I G N

3.2.4 Tower Orientation and Articulation

B U I L D I N G

3.2.3 Separation Distances

T A L L

3.2 MIDDLE (TOWER)

KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
-NAHEIEJ=NU-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
"JANCU"Bł?EAJ?U/ALKNP

1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@/ABANAJ?AOġ
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1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO











-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
-NAHEIEJ=NU-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
KQJ@=NU-H=JKB0QNRAU
1KLKCN=LDE?=H0QNRAU
-ANOLA?PERA!N=SEJC
KJPATP-H=J
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPAQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
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G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L

3.2 MIDDLE (TOWER)

3.3 TOWER TOP

3.2.5 Balconies

3.3 Tower Top

Demonstrate through sun/shadow studies, through mass and
energy modelling, and through other studies, that the balcony
@AOECJ=J@=NN=JCAIAJPIEJEIEVAOOD=@KSEJCKBPDALQ>HE?
realm, addresses opportunities to control passive heat gain,
=J@IEJEIEVAODA=PHKOOPDNKQCDPDAQOAKBPDANI=H>NE@CEJC
OUOPAIO&J@E?=PA>=H?KJU@EIAJOEKJOKJPULE?=HPKSANŃKKN
plans.

Provide perspective drawings and 3D modelling images
which show the proposal in the context of the skyline.
Illustrate on site and building elevations the tower top design,
labelling clearly the proposed materials.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO







0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
#HKKN-H=JĠO
"JANCU"Bł?EAJ?U/ALKNP
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-ANOLA?PERA!N=SEJC
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
"JANCU"Bł?EAJ?U/ALKNP
/KKB-H=J

1KNKJPK$NAAJ0P=J@=N@/ABANAJ?AOġ


.
EC 6.1 & 6.2

G U I D E L I N E S

Indicate landscape design elements on the landscape
plan including paving, exterior furniture, fencing, lighting
screens, public art locations where applicable, planting, and
KPDANNAH=PA@I=PANE=HOEJOQBł?EAJP@AP=EHPKBQHHU@AO?NE>A
and illustrate the design quality and sustainable design
techniques.

Provide a dimensioned plans and sections of the sidewalk
VKJAĠ?QN>PK>QEH@EJCB=?A =PGAULKEJPO=HKJCPDA>QEH@EJC
frontage. Identify the location and width of the pedestrian
?HA=NS=U=J@=HHKPDANVKJAOĠACBQNJEODEJC=J@LH=JPEJC
VKJA 

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO















KJ?ALP0EPA=J@)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1KLKCN=LDE?0QNRAU
KQJ@=NU-H=JKB0QNRAU
KILQPAN$AJAN=PA@QEH@EJC*=OO*K@AH
0QJ0D=@KS0PQ@U
#EJ=H-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
N>KNEOP1NAA-NAOANR=PEKJ/ALKNP
0PKNI4=PAN*=J=CAIAJP/ALKNP
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
1NAA-NAOANR=PEKJ-H=J
-Q>HE?2PEHEPEAO-H=J

D E S I G N

4.2 Sidewalk Zone

B U I L D I N G

4.1 Streetscape and Landscape Design

T A L L

4.0 PEDESTRIAN REALM

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO







-H=JJEJC/=PEKJ=HA
0EPA-H=J!N=SEJC
0EPA$N=@EJC-H=J
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
)=J@O?=LA-H=J
-Q>HE?2PEHEPEAO-H=J
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G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L

4.0 PEDESTRIAN REALM
4.3 Pedestrian Level Wind Effects

4.4 Pedestrian Weather Protection

-NKRE@A=-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U=J=HUOEOPK
demonstrate that the tall building design results in a
comfortable microclimate for pedestrians and cyclists on
adjacent streets, parks and open space, at building entrances,
and in public and private outdoor amenity areas.

Illustrate on building sections and elevations the design and
amenity of pedestrian weather protection features, labelling
clearly the dimensions and proposed materials.

1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO
1KNKJPK!ARAHKLIAJP$QE@Aġ
/AH=PA@0Q>IEOOEKJ/AMQENAIAJPO








#EJ=H-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U

#EJ=H-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
0EPA=J@QEH@EJC0A?PEKJO
ġ0?=HA!AP=EHA@ KHKQNQEH@EJC"HAR=PEKJO
#EJ=H-A@AOPNE=J)ARAH4EJ@0PQ@U
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AQ 3.3

G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L

--"+!& "0
Appendix A.
Appendix B.

Heritage Conservation Principles
Downtown Tall Buildings: Summary of
Supplementary Design Guideline References

83

G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L

Appendix A
Heritage Conservation Principles
The Province of Ontario’s Eight Guiding Principles for the
KJOANR=PEKJKB%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO =OSAHH=OPDA0P=J@=N@O
=J@$QE@AHEJAOBKNPDA KJOANR=PEKJKB%EOPKNE?-H=?AOEJ
Canada should be used as primary documents for evaluating
and articulating what good heritage conservation means within
a development proposal.
These principles speak to:
/"0-" 1#,/!, 2*"+1/6"3&!"+ "ġ Do not base
restoration on conjecture. Conservation work should be based
on historic documentation such as historic photographs,
drawings and physical evidence.
/"0-" 1#,/1%",/&$&+)), 1&,+ġDo not move
buildings unless there is no other means to save them. Site is
an integral component of a building or structure. Change in site
diminishes cultural heritage value considerably.
/"0-" 1#,/%&01,/& *1"/&)ġ/AL=EN?KJOANRAN=PDAN
PD=JNALH=?A>QEH@EJCI=PANE=HO=J@łJEODAO AT?ALPSDANA
absolutely necessary. Minimal intervention maintains the
heritage content of the built resource.
/"0-" 1#,/,/&$&+)#/& ġ Repair with like materials.
Repair to return the resource to its prior condition, without
altering its integrity.

CITY OF TORONTO
MARCH 25, 2013

/"0-" 1#,/1%"2&)!&+$ 0%&01,/6ġ Do not restore to
one period at the expense of another period. Do not destroy
later additions to a building or structure solely to restore to a
single time period.

84

/"3"/0&&)&16ġ Alterations should be able to be returned to
original conditions. This conserves earlier building design and
PA?DJEMQAĠ"T=ILHASDAJ=JAS@KKNKLAJEJCEOLQPEJPK
a stone wall, the original stones are numbered, removed and
stored, allowing for future restoration).

)"$&&)&16ġ New work should be distinguishable from old.
QEH@EJCOKNOPNQ?PQNAOODKQH@>ANA?KCJEVA@=OLNK@Q?PO
of their own time, and new additions should not blur the
distinction between old and new.
*&+1"++ "ġ4EPD?KJPEJQKQO?=NA BQPQNANAOPKN=PEKJSEHH
JKP>AJA?AOO=NU4EPDNACQH=NQLGAAL I=FKN?KJOANR=PEKJ
projects and their high costs can be avoided.
Applying these principles for the Tall Buildings Design Guideline
Area means:
%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO=NA3=HQA@ġ%ANEP=CALNKLANPEAODAHLI=GA
up a dynamic mix of buildings that embody our history, events
and accomplishments as Torontonians. As such they contribute
to our collective identity and should be treated with a high level
of respect and reverence.
%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO0D=HHA KJOANRA@ġ The Provincial
Policy Statement, the Planning Act and the City of Toronto
,Bł?E=H-H=J=HH@ENA?PPD=POECJEł?=JPDANEP=CANAOKQN?AOOD=HH
>A?KJOANRA@%ANEP=CA>QEH@EJCO=NAPDNAA@EIAJOEKJ=H=J@
all have an exterior and interior that requires consideration.
Although heritage buildings can sometimes work in harmony
with developments, there may be places where heritage
?KJOE@AN=PEKJOKQPSAECDKPDANCK=HOOQ?D=OEJPAJOEł?=PEKJ
and redevelopment. As such, not all sites with, or adjacent to,
heritage properties can accommodate tall buildings.
HPAN=PEKJOPK%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO*QOP@DANAPK=@KLPA@
0P=J@=N@O=J@$QE@AHEJAOġ&J*=N?DKB  EPU KQJ?EH
adopted the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation
KB%EOPKNE?-H=?AOEJ =J=@=BKNPDAAR=HQ=PEKJKB=HHLNKLKOA@
interventions to heritage properties. Any proposed tall buildings
that have an impact on or adjacent to a heritage property
are required to conform with that document to ensure that
properties are properly conserved.

G U I D E L I N E S
D E S I G N
B U I L D I N G
T A L L

%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO!AOANRA"T?AHHAJP KJOANR=PEKJġ4DAJ
change is proposed for a heritage property, it should be done
SEPDPDAQPIKOPNAOLA?PBKNEPO?QHPQN=HDANEP=CAR=HQAO%ANEP=CA
properties best convey their importance when retained in
their entirety or when substantially intact. As such, additions
or alterations to heritage properties should retain as much
of the original heritage fabric as possible. Façade retention
alone, relocation off site, or reconstruction are not generally
acceptable methods of conservation for historic properties in
the City of Toronto.
1DAAOP4=UPK-NKPA?P=%ANEP=CA-NKLANPUEOPK$ERAEP
=0A?KJ@)EBAġ%ANEP=CA>QEH@EJCO?=J=??ALP=?D=JCAEJ
use, and may need to do so in order to ensure their survival.
%ANEP=CALNKLANPEAO?=JOKIAPEIAO=??ALPEJPANRAJPEKJO
including acting as podiums to towers placed behind or beside
heritage structures, or by accommodating appropriately
designed additions. In every instance, new construction should
be sympathetic and compatible with the historic building.
Changes in use and form should conserve and celebrate the
cultural heritage values of a heritage property and mitigate
impacts to its form, scale, massing, materials and other
attributes.
%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO KJPNE>QPAPK=J@!AłJA)K?=H=J@0PNAAP
KJPATPOġ%ANEP=CALNKLANPEAOOKIAPEIAOLKLQH=PA=OPNAAP
EJ?KJ?AJPN=PEKJOKNCNKQLOPD=PDAHL@AłJA=J@NAEJBKN?APDA
existing built form context of many streets. The form, scale,
massing, rhythm, materials, setbacks, and orientations create
valued streetscapes and welcoming pedestrian environments.
The context created by a grouping or series of heritage
properties should be conserved and strengthened when new
development is considered in these areas. Towers may not
always be appropriate along historic streetscapes and heritage
conservation district plans may prohibit tall buildings by
imposing height limits or other restrictions.
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G U I D E L I N E S

1DA1=HHQEH@EJC!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO=LLHUPKPDAAR=HQ=PEKJKB=HHP=HH>QEH@EJC@ARAHKLIAJP=LLHE?=PEKJO?EPUĬSE@A1DAOA$QE@AHEJAO
are to be used together with the Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design Guidelines to evaluate tall building
proposals within the Downtown Design Guideline boundary area.

T A L L

References to the Downtown Tall Buildings
Supplementary Design Guidelines

B U I L D I N G

D E S I G N

Appendix B

For convenience purposes, the following table provides a summary of references within the Tall Building Design Guidelines to
applicable Downtown Supplementary Design Guidelines.

1=HHQEH@EJC!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAO

!KSJPKSJ1=HHQEH@EJCOġ
0QLLHAIAJP=NU!AOECJ$QE@AHEJAOĠ0!$

#EP=J@1N=JOEPEKJEJ0?=HA

0!$WOLA?Eł?PN=JOEPEKJNAMQENAIAJPOPKHKSANO?=HA=NA=O

0QJHECDP=J@0GU3EAS

0!$=J@0!$WOLA?Eł?OQJHECDPLNKPA?PEKJNAMQENAIAJPOBKN!KSJPKSJL=NGO=J@
open space

-NKIEJAJP0EPAO=J@3EASOBNKIPDA

0!$WOLA?Eł?REASLNKPA?PEKJNAMQENAIAJPOBKN EPU%=HH ,H@ EPU%=HH=J@PDA.QAAJO

-Q>HE?/A=HI

Park Legislature Assembly

%ANEP=CA-NKLANPEAO=J@%ANEP=CA

0!$WOLA?Eł?NABANAJ?AOPK!KSJPKSJ%ANEP=CA KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?POĠ% !O % !

 KJOANR=PEKJ!EOPNE?PO



=OAQEH@EJC0?=HA=J@%AECDP

0!$WOLA?Eł?AT?ALPEKJOBKN!KSJPKSJ>=OA>QEH@EJCDAECDPOĠAC =JUKJ

0PQ@UNA=OLKPAJPE=H% !0PQ@UNA=O=J@ QHPQN=H/AOKQN?AO

Form Streets)
0PNAAPJEI=PEKJ

0!$WOLA?Eł?NAMQENAIAJPOBKN-NEKNEPU/AP=EH0PNAAPO

1KSAN-H=?AIAJP

0!$WOLA?Eł?PKSANOPAL>=?GNAMQENAIAJPOBKN6KJCA0PNAAP

The complete Downtown Tall Buildings: Vision and Supplementary Design Guidelines are available online:
www.toronto.ca/planning/tallbuildingstudy.htm
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